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INTRODUCTION

ven without external corroborating evidence, we may infer
from her works that the nun Hrotswitha (Hrotsvit in Saxon)
lived in Saxony during the second half of the tenth century.
Because she seems to have had considerable freedom of movement and
expression for a woman at that time, writing about worldly affairs evidently with some personal knowledge of them, she was most likely a
canoness, that is, not fully cloistered. She must have visited the courts
of the Saxon kings, probably more than once, since she chronicles
their exploits and composes poetry of a type briefly popularized by
a scholar in residence there. Her family, therefore, belonged in all
probability to the aristocracy. Steeped in women's issues that are seen
from an astoundingly modern outlook, at the same time her works use
ancient and medieval rhetorical strategies with remarkable confidence
and intelligence. That she composed plays, whether to be produced on
stage or not, demonstrates furthermore an unusually close familiarity
with the classical tradition and attests to a high level of erudition for
anyone, much less a woman in her day. All in all, she is clearly one of
the finest writers, indeed minds, of the Ottonian resurgence.
Despite their clear importance, however, Hrotswitha's works have
not seen full justice either then or now. Her stagecraft, for instance,
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has been dismissed as simplistic and unrealizable. ot unlike Seneca
and his strange and challenging baroque tragedies that are currently
experiencing their own minor revival of interest, rarely have her plays
until very recently received fair treatment from the academic and
theatre communities. As theatre historians over the last century have
broadened their horizons in general and opened their minds to nontraditional types of theatre, they have come to recognize that some
good drama does not fit into the prescribed Western modes. Looking
now at Hrotswitha's dramas in this, if not more objective, less objecting light, and not judging her for what she never tried to be, we find
in her plays effective, performable, and yes, even comic scripts suitable
for theatre production in this or any day.
The following translations constitute an attempt to give Hrotswitha
some of her due, in this case, a fair showing on stage. Beginning with
the supposition that she wrote her plays for production, not mere
recitation, I have set about seeking a means by which to stage her
comedies effectively. Of course, underlying all effective drama is a
concept guiding the thought and premise of the play. It is the first
thing to look for in presenting a drama. To me, one concept stands out
in Hrotswitha's plays: the notion that women have the right and power
to control their lives, their bodies, and their souls. Again and again,
Hrotswitha seems to me to be saying that both genders are fully
responsible for their own morality, and if in the presence of women
men feel a temptation to sin or to harm their or others' souls, it is
not women who are to blame. By choosing chastity, a woman may
demonstrate that she is responsible for her own spiritual well-being and
achieve eternal fulfillment equal to any man's, even in some ways surpassing men's insofar as a woman may become the chaste "briden of
Christ, a notion Hrotswitha reiterates often and ardently in the language of sexual delight. This theme, the glorification of female sexuality
(and its corollary, the deprecation of male sexuality), emerged as the
principal concept guiding our theatrical production of these translations, because not only is it clearly there but it makes for an eminently
playable concept today, one that strikes a fundamental chord and resonates in the very heart of modem life.
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The challenges facing those producing Hrotswitha's plays arise not
so much from the concept but the details of its realization. Without
any real information on theatre in that day, nor any real understanding
even of why a medieval Saxon woman would choose to effect her ideas
through drama rather than in a more conventional genre, one can only
speculate about how Hrotswitha meant to dispose her plays on stage.
But informed speculation is crucial, since in lieu of other evidence it is
our best means for uncovering why her plays take the form they do
and how they might have succeeded as theatre in her day. For that reason the creative team producing this translation decided to try to
revive her drama as realistically as it was possible (and feasible for our
theatre) in the hope that production of these plays might reveal hidden
dramatic mechanisms and underscore themes overlooked in the mere
reading of her plays. Yet, how does one begin even to speculate in such
a dearth of evidence?
Because I am a classicist specializing in ancient comedy, my training and instincts drew my attention first to the classical elements in
Hrotswitha's plays. At first glance there seem to be very, very few.
Though she claims that she is reconstituting Terentian comedy so as
to "count the praises due to holy women, the innocence of virgins," on
the surface her plays look remarkably un-Terentian. Superficially,
there is little of the disguising, misunde.rstanding, humorously misdirected lecturing, and gentle satirizing of human life that distinguishes
Terence's comedies. In particular, the farcical pot-kissing scene of
Dulcitiu.s strikes me as too broad for Terence's tastes ( though the
pimp-beating scene in Adelphoe might be seen as a distant kin), while
Hrotswitha's seemingly overt moralizing without benefit of latent
irony does not fit his style either.
But at the same time I was struck by one immensely Terentian
element in Hrotswitha's work-her language. It is almost as if in her
mind Terence had been reduced beyond his dramatic style, beyond his
ideas, down to his very atoms, his words stripped of everything but
syntax and their primordial glossary sense. Hrotswitha would not be
alone, not even pathbreaking, in doing this. Only a century after Terence's life, Julius Caesar himself in praising Terence's sermo purus
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("pure dialogue") inaugurated a tradition of directing attention away
from the Menandrean humanism that was surely of central importance to Terence and toward the playwright's perfection of Latin as
a means of conveying natural-sounding poetic language . Thus,
Hrotswitha is part of a long tradition of admiring and emulating the
smoothness of Terence's discou.rse without copying it directly or
translating its themes. If she ends up subverting his message, which
was too worldly and seductive for her day, and wholly re-creating his
drama for her own purposes, it is still an act of homage that Terence,
I dare say, would have appreciated far more than Caesar's patronizing
laudatio, which is, no doubt, in reality little more than unctuous, badly
concealed self-congratulations on his own Latin style. It is obvious
that Hrotswitha honestly admires Terence's natural style and is paying
him honest tribute in her own way.
One aspect of Terence's plays, however, clearly did not attract
Hrotswitha-his brand of comedy. If we can talce at face value her own
words of the preface to the plays, it repulsed her, in fact. Yet her public
displays of revulsion at Terence's scandalous portrayal of sinful women
also smack of protesting too much, and it may be that they are in part
a ploy to justify writing the plays and focusing on women's issues. They
could also have served as an end run of sorts designed to preclude any
accusation of public debauchery on her part, while simultaneously
opening the way for her to tum the tables on men and condemn them
for their sexual misconduct.
It is notable indeed that for all their patent sanctimony her plays
still present many possibilities for presenting effective comedy on stage.
The foibles of the male characters in Dulcitius, especially their folly
in the face of God's overwhelming truth, paint them as classic comic
villains bent perversely on their own destruction. In that respect the type
of comedy she uses is really more Plautine than Terentian. For instance,
the pot-kissing scene noted previously is a close relative of the malebride scene at the end of Plautus's Casina, a farce in which a lustful old
man ends up in bed with an unexpected partner. Dulcitius himself
recalls the comically villainous pimp Labrax of Plautus's Rudens, who
also tries to abduct maidens and is beaten for his misdeeds. Overall, the
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shades Hrotswitha uses to outline the characters are more black and
white than gray, and her humor depends mainly on swift action, cunning language, characters played as types, and openly rhetorical postures that undercut naturalism-all of which is to say more Plautine
than Terentian.
Moreover, that Hrotswitha uses in Dulcitiu.s a word distinctively
Plautine (conquinisco) and other expressions peculiar to Plautine idiom
(papae, expressing delight [0LD.c]; miris modis omnes illudimur) suggests she may have had some sort of access to the other great Roman
comic poet's plays, too. After all, she did have direct access to Terence.
It is no surprise either that she does not mention this. Plautus's plays
are more openly salacious and there is no point in criticizing something so obviously corrupt; Terence's plays, however, may appear more
moral but because of that are, in fact, more dangerous and thus also
more worthy of opposition. All in all, what looks like a Plautine spirit
reorchestrated to conform to Christian values-an incredible supposition, but Hrotswitha carries it off-pervades her plays, Dulcitius especially. Of course, her contact with Plautus need not have been direct.
The familiarity of the early church fathers with Plautus and later
antiquity's appreciation of his rich vocabulary may have given her a
taste for his type of comedy, albeit second- or even third-hand. But
even if indirect, with this I felt I had sufficient sanction to look for
opportu.nities to exploit comic possibilities in the plays as I would if
I were translating Plautus.
At the same time, I began to explore what Hrotswitha might have
known about theatre beyond the ancient texts. Several things presented
themselves immediately, things that however alien they may seem to
us today were givens concerning the theatre in antiquity. First, the
performers of all serious ancient drama were men. Hrotswitha could
have followed that tradition by having upper-class Saxon men perform
the plays, but what men and where? For convenience and knowing the
plays focus on women's issues, I felt it was much more likely she wrote
the plays to be performed by women, most likely those in her convent.
Any open area in the convent would serve since the plots of her plays
demand and employ little or no setting. This substitution of women
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for men in traditional roles accords well with one theme ofl-lrotswitha's
plays, women's usurpation of virtues usually reserved for men in
Christian writing.
In accordance with this, the director and I cast the plays with only
female performers. These actresses were then assigned to "create" realistic Saxon nun-characters, women who might have lived at Gandersheim in the second half of the tenth century and acted in Hrotswitha's
plays. Names, birthdates, provenances, livelihoods, and all important
personal information was to be generated from real or realistic details
of women's lives back then. Not only did these nun-characters give the
production an underlying feeling of realism and, as we expected, turn
out to be useful in communicating to the actresses the nature of
women's lives and the social milieu of convents in Hrotswitha's time,
the nun-characters also gave them a subtext to work with as they are
trained to expect. The actress who played Chione, in particular, created
a fascinating nun-character that then informed and dimensionalized
this small role, making it more credible, comical, and stageworthy than
I had foreseen. On the whole, the employment of female performers
alone worked very well both in driving home the concept and in generating comedy in a way a mixed-gender cast would not have.
The issue of mixed-gender casts raises a second point concerning
Hrotswitha's potential knowledge of ancient theatre. Classical drama
did not by any means dominate classical theatre. Games, spectacles,
and, above all, mime-the bawdy skits so harshly condemned by the
Christian fathers-commanded the Roman public's attention. Even in
Hrotswitha's day it is not clear that mime had been fully extinguished.
Medieval injunctions against mime-players attest to its preservation,
though little else. How often mime was performed, especially before
aristocrats, is impossible to say with certainty; but as a highly literate
woman who traveled outside the convent, Hrotswitha surely encountered those who had seen mimes, if never having seen them herself.
The general nature of mime in her day is also impossible to determine,
as it is in antiquity, too. But if the few ancient mimes that have been
recovered reflect the genre at all, it is safe to say th.at they were considerably shorter in length than traditional drama. Curiously, Dulcitiw
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and Callimachus are much briefer than any play by Terence; together
they run barely an hour. Scenes are also generally much shorter and
scene changes more abrupt than in classical comedies. Besides that,
ancient mimes such as the Oxyrhynchos Mime and the anonymous
vaudeville entitled "Charition" (see D. L. Page, Select Papyri, vol. 3,
Loeb Classical Library [Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press,
1970], 336-61) co ntain apparent gaps in the dialogue which are
designed to be supplemented by silent stage action. There is room for
similar dumbshows at the top of scenes 8 and 14 of Dulcitius and
Scene 3 of Callimachus.
Whether or not all this can be attributed to the influence of
mime, Hrotswitha has a notion of scenic design that is quite foreign
to ancient comedy and, if she is reconstituting Terence as she claims,
deliberately nonclassical. But why this sort of anti-Terentianism? The
longer scenes in Terence afford him the chance to play up intellectual
values and to discourse philosophically. Why would Hrotswitha wish
to deviate from him in that of all respects, a facet of his plays that
should attract her? There must be some more compelling reason for
her rapid editing.
It is always possible that the brevity of the scenes stems from a
failure of invention, or so I quietly suspected until I saw one of the
suspiciously aborted scenes performed in rehearsal. In the first confrontation between John and Andronicus in Callimachus, Andronicus's
rapid evolution from gloom to glee seemed un.realistic and his absurdly
dismissive "I'll tell you about Drusiana's death later" speech read on
paper as laughably bad. But when pe.rformed, the scene came to life
radiant with comedy. And.ronicus's maelstrom of emotions is part of
his general overreaction to events, one facet of his role as John's comic
sidekick. The scene's premature demise also works perfectly well on
stage. It saves the exposition ofDrusiana's death until later when it can
be used comically in the tomb scene, it cuts to Fortunatus immediately
after he is first mentioned, it reinforces further And.ronicus's emotional
instability, and it shows John's patience, which will be sorely tested in
the play. Overall, in an exchange of thirteen lines our audiences laughed
as many as four times, a frequency Neil Simon would envy.
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Hrotswitha cannot have learned this dramatic technique from
Terence or any classical playwright, none of whom edits stage action
in this way. It is really more cinematic than dramatic, evidenced in
playwriting with regularity only after screenwriting began to influence
stageworks. If she did not invent this sort of scene design, from where
did she derive it? It is possible an alternate dramatic model that
included a different type of scenic structure from Terence's, some
other form of nonclassical, perhaps popular entertainment, has shaped
her theatrical sensibilities. If so, the swift turnover of scenes is a concession to vulgar taste and performance values in her day and adds
greatly to the argument that the plays were written to be performed.
Whatever the truth, faster changes of scenes with less time given to
rumination on intellectual issues fit aptly with what we know of mime,
which may then have exerted some influence on her drama, however
indirectly.
Third, another non-Terentian aspect of her plays supports the
assumption that Hrotswitha had contact with more forms of ancient
drama than Terence alone. Three characters in Dulcitiw and Callimachw are designated as plural: Milites ("Soldiers"), Ostiarii ("Doormen") and Amici ("Friends"). There is no such "plural character" in
Terence. After the fifth century B.C., Greek choruses were generally
restricted to tragedy, probably more for financial than for artistic reasons. While Hrotswitha may have seen in Seneca the use of a chorus
as a dramatic character or heard about it from Horace (Ars Poetica
193-i.or), she can have gotten from them little more than the notion
that a plural character exists because she does not use her plural characters the way Seneca does or Horace suggests, that is, as a group of
people who reflect on the story at intervals in the action. Her plural
characters are true characters. They participate in the action and are
no mere onlookers. Like other characters, they enter and exit, speak in
dialogue, care about issues, argue, debate, get angry or tired, and so on.
They are as normal as any other character in the play, except that they
are plural.
This is not unprecedented in ancient comedy. Aristophanes'
choruses participate sometimes quite actively in their plays, but it
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seems unlikely that Hrotswitha had access to his drama and, even if
she did, that she would have used them in her own. If Terence disgusted her, what must Aristophanes have done? Plautus again may
provide the key. At least twice he uses plural characters-the Fishermen in Act 2 of Rudrns and the Advocates in Act 3 of Poenulus. In
contrast to the traditional chorus, these plural characters act like real
characters, just as Hrotswitha's do. Though a rare phenomenon in
Plautus, they may have appealed to Hrotswitha, who lived in a community that, in fact, acted much like plural characters. They dressed
alike and spoke often in unison. But their uniformity in opposition
to their plurality, when presented in a comedy, clearly emerges as
humorous-if that weren't true, Plautus would surely not have put
plural characters in his plays!-so, by including such characters,
Hrotswitha may be laughing gently at herself and her lifestyle a little.
Whether or not the plural characters were derived from Plautus, that,
at least, would be Terentian.
So intentional it seemed to me that, rather than break up the lines
given to the plural characters among several performers as other translators do, I chose to take Hrotswitha at her word and assigned the lines
to a group of performers who spoke and moved in concert. The effect
not only magnified the sense of community fostered by the nunperformers in their nun-characters but also heightened the comedy.
That is, when a single performer chooses an action, gesture or intonation, the audience sees it as a spontaneous, natural choice and as a rule
simply interprets its meaning in light of that character, though the performer almost always has made the choice carefully and purposefully.
But if a group of performers acts in unison, the audience is reminded
that every harmonious detail has been scripted. Constantly forcing the
viewers to see that every motion and inflection has been studied, chosen, and practiced is a subtle and sophisticated way to play up the
metatheatre that lurks behind all theatre and in this case also serves to
underscore the comical irrationality that women are portraying men.
No matter what Hrotswitha's inspiration was for this, Plautus would
have applauded such self-conscious theatricality. It was a hallmark of
his drama.
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Fourth and last, no formal theatre in antiquity known to us
involved a one-to-one relationship of actors and roles. In everything
from early Greek to later Roman tragedy, and most comedy too, actors
played multiple roles within a play. The reason for this is not hard to
deduce: it is the most effective use of limited resources. Having an
actor free to play only one small role is very much a modem luxury.
Besides economy, multiple role-playing has advantages of its own. It
augments the main story with a counterpoint theme whereby the audience comes to associate an actor with a sequence of roles. Through
this sequence they are induced to draw connections between characters
which they almost surely would not without the assignment of the
same actor to those parts. In Greek tragedy, for instance, Euripides
assigns to one actor the roles of Pentheus, the detractor of Dionysus,
and his mother and murderer, another detractor, Agave. It adds an
eerie, gruesome touch to The Bacchae that these similar-but-different
characters are, in fact, played by one person. If Hrotswitha had inherited any datum about the tradition of acting in antiquity, it would
have been the presumption of multiple role-playing.
Dulcitius and Callimachus present an interesting corroboration of
this. Although Greek tragedies and Menander's comedies always
require no more than three actors for all the speaking parts, and even
allow actors offstage the requisite time to change mask and costume
and reenter as a differ~nt character, Hrotswitha's plays require no more
than eight. While there are at least twelve roles in Dulcitius (counting
plural roles as at least two), the movement of the characters through
their scenes is structured so that only eight performers are needed to
play all the roles. The same is true of Callimachus, where although there
are fewer roles the long final scene calls for eight performers.
The assertion of multiple role-playing helps to explain and delineate the plural characters also. That there are clearly three Virgins
suggests that the other groups are trios as well. This is particularly
convenient in the first scene of Dulcitius, where there must be one
Soldier available to remove each of the Virgins separately. It may also
explain why the Soldie.rs do not speak in the first scene: after Agape's
and Chione's early expulsion, their number has dropped below plurality.
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In general, trios of discrete individuals acting in concert must have
appealed to Hrotswitha's orthodox Christian sensibilities. There is
hardly a more apt dramatic image of the tripartite vision of God. A
threesome then seemed to m~ particularly appropriate to portray God
Himself, who makes a cameo appearance in Callimachus. And if this
triple-bodied God remains on stage in silence through to the end of the
play, there is also a full complement of eight actresses on stage for
the finale. And that this trio must also play the Friends in the earlier
part of the play raises a fascinating, subtextual theme. The Friends who
try in the first two scen~s tQ get Callimachus to name his problem operate like a priest-confessor just as John also d~ toward the end of the
play. Both are then embodiments of divine compassion through confession. Thus, it is apt that the Friends play God later, because the first
scenes suggest that the Friends really are God in disguise. So the multiple role-playing in this case underscores the similarity of the characters
beyond just metatheatrical suggestion. With no role-changing in the
rest of the play, the Friends will appear to be God indeed, not just two
distinct roles assigned to the same players. In sum, using three performers to enact the plural characters in both plays consistently made sense.
Over and over, threes added up in performance.
As further evidence that the plays were composed for multiple roleplaying, some scenes appear to have been designed to give the performers time off stage to make changes, a necessity in role-changing theatre.
For instance, Scene 5 of Dulcitius, when Dulcitius enters covered with
soot and frightens his own Soldiers, is humorous in itself but also functions to give the three actresses playing the Virgins a moment to transmute themselves into the Doormen who will beat up Dulcitius. The
subsequent Dulcitius-Wife scene (Scene 7) covers their change back
into the Virgins for Scene 8. The brief reappearance of D iocletian
(Scene 9) masks the change of the Dulcitius actor into Sisinnius. Overall, the scenic structure of these two plays argues that Hrotswitha had
eight performers at hand at least insofar as these plays never demand
more. Here again, the tradition of Plautine comedy may underlie her
choice; in Plautus, never more than five or six speaking actors are necessary to perform all roles.
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Here is a breakdown of the roles with eight actresses portraying
all the characters in Dulcitius (names in italics represent characters

who are mute throughout the scene):

SCENE

ACTRESSES

2
1.

Diocletian

2,

7.

&/di,,.

&ldi<T

&,/di,,.

Agap,

Chime

/r,na

Soldier

Soldier

Soldic.r

Dulcitius

Soldier

Soldier

Soldier

Dulcitius

Soldier

Soldier

Soldier

Dulcitius

Serwnl

Serwnl

Se,wnt

Oulcitius

Soldier

Soldier

Soldier

Dukitius

Chionc

lrena

Doorman Doorman Doorman
Wife

Agap,

Chirme

lrtna

Dulcitius

&,/di,,.

Diocletian

10.
11.
12.

Saldir:r

13.

Soldier

14.

Soldier

8

lrcna

Agape

8.

9.

7

Chione

5.
6.

6

4

Ag,.pe

3.
4,

5

3

Agape

Chione

Agape

Chwne

Agape

Chione

Irena

Irena

Sisinnius

Soldier

Soldic.r

Soldier

Soldier

Soldier

Soldier

&ldirr

Sisinnius

Soldier

Soldier

Soldier

Si inruus

Soldier

Soldier

Soldier

Sisinnius

Sisinnius

The doubling of Diocletian and Dulcitius's Wife works particularly
well in that both are Dulcitius's superiors, though in different ways.
Also, that the same actresses play the Virgins and the doormen who
beat Dulcitius is wonderfully apt; it is the Virgins' revenge for their
mistreatment.
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Here is a breakdown of the roles in Callimachus:

SCENE
1.

Cllllimachus

ACTRESSES
2

3

4

Friend

Friend

Friend

2.

Callim•chw

F ricnd

F ricnd

Friend

3.

Callimachus

Frimd

Frimd

Frirnd

5

Andrrmiau

4.

Andronicus

5.

Andronicus

6.

Callimachus

7.

Callimachus

8.
9.

Callimachus

6

7

8

Drusiana

OrvJiana

John

Fortunatus

Cod

Cod

Cod

God

God

God

Andronicus

John

Cod

Cod

Cod

Andronicu,

John

Forrunarus

Drusiana

Forturultus

Dnai.ana

Callimachus permits little or no role-changing, which though unusual is
surely intentional. When in the final scene there are eight speaking
actresses on stage though three of their characters are dead, Hrotswitha
seems to be reassuring her audience that the characters will all return
to life and speak, simply because they can. There are enough speaking performers free to play the roles, as opposed to, for example, the
Soldiers in the first scene of Dulcitius or the single Soldier in Scene 9.
This use of silent characters who it appears at first are being played by
mute players in nonspeaking roles but who then suddenly speak and
show that speaking actors are, in fact, portraying them, is a theatrical
stratagem traceable back as far as Aeschylus but employed here in
a different way. Hrotswitha does not taunt her audience, as Aeschylus
does, and bait their interest in who will or will not speak; rather, she
confirms their faith in God's prediction of these characters' future resurrection by making it clear that all the characters can and, no doubt,
will rise and speak again. In this light, Fortunatus's unforetold revival
must have come as a real shock to the medieval audience. It needed
Andronicus's explanation that God did not predict Fortunatus's second life "because almost as fast as he came he was destined to die
here again."
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Among the greater challenges facing modern productions of
Hrotswitha is the presentational style of the plays. The scripts call for
an acting mode that is formal and rhetorical, the way most acting was
in the ancient world. We today associate the strong sense of debate
and public forum these plays require more often with lawcourts or
television talk shows than with theatre, where naturalism for the most
part reigns. Such litigiosity disallows any sense of a character's internal
functioning, the foundation on which almost all modern acting
stands. That is, with everything fronted, there is no subtext. Much
the same is true of many ancient tragedies and comedies, a factor that
leads too often to the enervated performances of classical drama we
see today.
Whereas the actresses countered the presentational nature of the
acting with the creation of nun-characters giving their lines new, inner
meaning, a sort of subtext, I encountered an even greater challenge
as the translator. Modern audiences expect and look for character
growth-how a character evolves or what a character learns during the
course of the drama. One can and many have read Hrotswitha's characters as fiat or lacking any evolution. John in Callimachus, for example,
can be seen as a holy apostle preaching Christ's word with complete
self-confidence, unencumbered by human frailty and unperturbed by
the mortal madness around him, all in all, what bad actors make of
Prospero. Such an interpretation of the character will engage few viewers. As I looked for ways to give the characters something to struggle
with and strive for, I found that the language again and again suggested
internal conflict.
John in Callimachus, for instance, can be taken as undergoing
a spiritual crisis. At first we see him content in his faith, lecturing
in a calm, even somewhat bemused fashion to the temperamental
Andronicus. But then when God appears and tells him about the
upcoming resurrections, he begins to wonder how and why this is all
happening. He goes to the tomb and literally revisits the resurrection of
Christ three times, perhaps an oblique reflection of the three people
who died at Christ's crucifucion (Callimachus and Fortunatus can certainly be taken as intentionally analogous to the thieves). That John was
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not present at the first discovery of Christ's ascension makes these
resurrections all the more meaningful, for in this event God is clearly
giving him a second (and third and fourth!) chance to see the primal
event in Christian theology, just as other characters are given a second
chance at life. And finally that John is the instrument through which
the resurrections of Callimachus and Drusiana take place is clearly a
test of his faith. To see the apostle's function in the play as personifying the struggle to understand God more fully does nothing less than
resurrect the play itself, from stiff and lifeless sermon to moving,
growing drama. Once I added this sort of psychological strife and
maturation to all the characters, they not only invigorated the drama
but enlivened the comedy, too.
As the characters gained more and more life, I began to see abundant opportunities buried in the script to animate various moments.
Dulcitius's Wife, who delivers all of two speeches in Scene 7, came to
life when the actress portraying her had the inspiration in rehearsal
to play her as enraged, not grief stricken. In accordance with his
comic type (a Pantalone), Dulcitius should have an angry, vindictive
wife resentful of his philandering. And just because Dulcitius says her
hair is in disarray and her servants are weeping docs not mean she is
mournful. Indeed the text reads that way and I had translated it that
way, but the script clearly played better as rage. That is the sort of
insight gained when one produces the play.
Once Hrotswitha's characters are seen as evolving or in process
through the play, comic moments begin to appear everywhere. For
instance, in Scene 8 of Callimachus, John enters first encouraging
Andronicus to proceed to the tomb. Why does he have to encourage
him? Androncius left at the end of their previous scene (s) eager to go
to the tomb. Why isn't he leading the way? Why isn't John slowing
him down instead of prodding him on? One way to see it is that
Andronicus bas already traveled quite far that day. He has gone from
bis abode to John's (a hermit's cave in the desert?) and who knows
what before that. Now he is going with John to the tomb and is worn
out with walking, a shtick well-used in ancient comedy (compare
Terence, Adelphot 714). If so, John's first speech gains new life on stage
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when it is seen as the gym teacher urging his aerobics student on.
Andronicus's response then that it fits John's holiness not to "forget"
(that is, leave behind) his followers is given new life, too, now that it
refers both to John's sanctity and to his physical conditioning.
Though there are many other examples of the way in which close
analysis of the text and its application to performance enhances our
understanding of the plays' potential as comic theatre, I will adumbrate only one more. Callimachus's resurrection, which dominates the
second half of his play, redounds in a rich parlance that seems to beg
for performance to supplement it. It begins with two quite different
speeches by John. The first is a lengthy invocation of God steeped in
complex, philosophical locution (incircumscriptus, incomprehensibilis)
and annotated by metaphors of mathematics and body-soul relations
(divma duo sociam, unum quod constabat resolvis). The second is quite
different, a simple encomium of God. This speech ends quickly with a
call for true confession. As if Hrotswitha is saying that sophisticated,
academic language may shed some light but ultimately is bound to fail
as all human endeavor is, Callimachus stirs after the first speech but
does not fully revive. That is, science succeeds but only dimly. The second speech, a pure and heartfelt prayer, succeeds much better. The
simple call for confession is clearly what moves God to action. Callimachus revives and confesses his sin.
Though it can be ftattened out, the language leaves room for a
more complex and dramatically interesting line of action. Callimachus
almost immediately begins blaming Fortunatus, who was a party to
the crime but, as the viewers have seen for themsleves, not its instigator. Like Nixon, Callimachus accepts responsibility but tries to shift
the blame onto someone else. Whining does not constitute a true confession, and so John reprimands him and demands a full accounting of
what really happened. Callimachus dodges the question and indulges
himself in reliving the whole event. All the whil.e, John keeps trying to
understand the ways of God, why He would work so hard to save
so obvious a reprobate. John stands agape, uncertain what to do. Callimachus turns the tables on him and orders him to do his job, to end
his suffering. He means, of course, for John to pronounce him purged
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of sin, but John suddenly stirs to action. Equally suddenly Callimachus's
phrases then pick up speed and urgency. Now he does not demand but
begs for forgiveness and wails about his misery.
This sequence also begs for some specific action motivating the
changes in emotional direction. After some research and consideration
and several failed alternatives, I came across something that might
explain or, ar least, could be used to animate the drama. ln Paradiso
20.106-17 D ante recounts a legend of the resuscitation of the Roman
emperor Trajan, who, according to reports about Pope Gregory I, was
brought back to life long enough to be baptized a Christian and then
died again and was given entrance to heaven. The parallel to Callimachus's situation was all too clear, and I wondered if it did not in
some way underlie Hrotswitha's play. That Trajan was immediately
returned to death upon being Christianized gave me the idea that
John might think God's work with Callimachus was done after resuscitation and, like Trajan, the sinner should be promptly restored to
death in his newly purified state (especially in light of Callimachus's
apparently unabating predilection for carnal pleasures). But how would
he dispatch him off to God? I gave John a sword, a symbol of the
sword of God, which he could then be sharpening in his first scene
when Andronicus comes to visit him and which would not only identify him immediately as a figure of authority but set up the sword for
the resuscitation scene later. Also, it seemed a safe bet that Gandersheim housed a number of swords and so Hrotswitha would have had
one at hand for the play. When I tried that, Callimachus's sudden
descent into fervent prayer suddenly made sense, as did his line "And
I honestly hope you will cut me in two and unveil I My entrails, my
body's rotting crypt" (0 utinam reserarentur secreta I meorum viscerum latibula). Once the sword entered the picture, it opened the way
for several other lazzi and highlighted other moments comically.
Music also added much to the production. Though all but nothing survives of the music Hrotswitha may have used, some of Hildegard ofBingen's choral work does. Granted that she lived a century or
so later, she is still close to the day from our perspective and, more
than that, she is a woman. Her music lent another woman's voice to
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the show and broadened the medieval feminist perspective we were
trying to present.
Finally, I should outline the approach I took to Hrotswitha's
prosody and language. First, the meter: Hrotswitha's verses are really
more modern than classical in form. They do not rely on length of
syllable like Vergil's or Horace's poetry, but on rhyme. or are they a
true "meter" in that they do not "measure" or count anything. They
serve largely to mark the end of a thought with a closing rhyme, as
Odgen ash's poetry does. They can be a single word or nm across a
stream of ideas and several interchanges of dialogue. Since they puncruate Hrotswitha's text throughout, which shows their importance to
her in demarcating the thought-rhythms of the script, I felt I bad no
choice but to maintain them as verses in my translation. But her
rhyming would have proven tedious both to create and to listen to
and would not have achieved the same effect at all. Rhyme in Latin is
far easier to generate, insofar as Latin words tend to end alike due to
inflectional patterns. Most classical authors, in fact, avoid it because it
is too easy and produces jingles, to them silly-sounding doggerel.
Almost the opposite is true of English, where the number of possible
rhymes is much lower and it takes more work to produce consistently
rhymed verses that flow well. Overall, it would have been more of an
accomplishment to include regular rhymes, but it would also have
called undue attention to itsel£
To me what Hrotswitha was after in her rhymed prose couplets
was not rhyme per se but a sense of poetry, a mode of diction elevated
above common speech with comprehensible but not predictable patterns. In pursuing the same, 1 resorted to standard English poetic
meter measured by stresses and, as Hrotswitha had done, lacking any
predictable pattern. To the Christian characters I gave stronger, more
forceful metrical phrases, on/off rhythms (-v, v-) such as iambs and
trochees; and to pagans, weaker, more seductive and melodious triadic
schemes (-vv, vv-, -vv-) such as dactyls, anapests, and choriambs.
This to me reflected the crisper, more assertive phrases and sounds
Hrotswitha put in the Christian characters' mouths and the more
errant siren songs of her pagans.
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It also provided the opportunity to let each side mock and tllunt
the other by using their opponent's rhythms, as characters in
Hrotswitha will borrow phrases from the other side and twist them.
Fortunatus, for instance, when showing Drusiana's body to Callimachus for the first time, says, "Ecce corpus!" ("Behold the body!").
The misuse of Paul's "Ecce homo!" is clear, pointed, and almost certainly intentional. Fortunatus is in other ways an anti-Paul, an apostle
of perversion and lust. To this character I gave his own special rhythm
(-1-vv-), a form redolent of dochmiacs which are used in Greek
tragedy mainly in scenes of high emotion and panic. I thought its
eerie, off-kilter beat would project Fortunatus's villainy well. To
enhance the effect, I gave him a dialect, too, so that his unscrupulous
character would be immediately apparent to modern viewers. So
quickly does he come and go-he is dead the first time after speaking
only seven times!- ! felt I had to use something the modern audience
recognized instantly as evil, in the same way Hrotswitha, no doubt, is
playing on a type of scoundrel well known to her viewers as well.
Still, however good translations are, they must inevitllbly lose some
of the original's power and nuance. Translators cannot help but drop
some of the original's thoughts and ideas, especially those that do not
transport well into a new day and cultural context. At the same time,
all translators introduce new ideas into the original text whether they
mean to or not because the new language by its nature suggests things
foreign to the original language. This does riot mean thai we should
give up on perfecting translations, but simply that we should accept
that translation requires a sense of artistry which respects its own imperfections and that we should struggle instead for a higher truth if
smaller truths by necessity elude our grasp. The saving grace is that
it is sometimes truer to the original author's purpose to aim at what one
sees as her or his point rather than the actual expression of that point.
This innate problem in translation is only exacerbated when
translating for the stage. Stage translators, especially of comedy, must
do more than satisfy a solitary, reading public. They must make the
original appear to "work" in a very dramatic and commensurate sense.
They must make an audience laugh or chuckle or sigh or sob, and
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their public knows immediately at all times how well the translation is
workmg because viewers have the rest of the audience there to gauge
the author's success by. Such a clear goal demands a clear approach.
Here, verbatim translations that are "accurate" but manufacture formless, ineffective drivel constitute a twofold crime. They are neither
practical nor precise. If the original author took some risks and in
doing so generated an exciting, challenging script, the translator has
to, as well. Where translators of comedy see jokes lurking or subtle
shadings of character tucked into a turn of phrase, they must reflect
them, especially when so much else is being lost on other fronts .
While they can.not change the text substantially, they must play from
nuances and hints within the original. It is color-within-the-lines art,
yes, but the translator gets to connect the dots.
In light of that, I must confess that my translation often strays
from Hrotswitha's superficial syntax. If you are looking for something
that will help you follow the Latin as you translate it, keep looking.
This is a translation designed to rcfl.ect and enhance Hrotswitha's text
as a theatrical script. For instance, in theatre the order in which ideas
are presented is of great importance. Try moving the words around in
any of Shakespeare's speeches and you will see what I mean. The
order of words often demonstrates the thought proces es of a character and to change them is to create a new thought process and thus a
new character, something translators should avoid as much as possible. So I have endeavored, though not always succeeded here, to
recapture the word order of the original, and because Latin is a language that more often than English builds syntax into words-Latin
style gravitates toward extended phrases and sentences weighted down
in clauses and modifiers that can because of Latin grammar be moved
more easily about the sentence than their modern Anglo-Saxon
counterparts-I have frequently had to break Hrotswitha's Latin up
into smaller bits as is only natural for English, a truth which this
unnatural Latinate sentence, I hope, demonstrates.
I have, however, never bent the language such that it does not to
my mind recall the Latin in some way, and I would like to end this
introduction by explicating three of the more radical choices I made.
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Whether I convince anyone of their rationality or not, I hope at least
to shed some light on the difficulty of this task.
First, Hrotswitha in her introduction calls herself the Clamor
Validus ("Strong Shout") of Gandersheirn. Clearly, she is making a
pun on her own name, Hrotsvit, which translates to roughly that in
her native language. But more than that, the semantic elements of the
Latin and Saxon words come in the same order, "Shout Strong," and
even share similar sounds (s, r, i, o, v/w, t/d, r/1). For a pun, it is very
sophisticated. It also reeks of an inside joke about Hrotswitha herself
(was she uncharacteristically vocal for a canoness?) and so has many
dimensions, to say the least. I sought to capture more than just the
semantic sense of Hrotswitha's wordplay and settled on "Raucous
Steel" because it retained the order of the Saxon word elements, as
well as some of its sounds and its sense of loud defiance, at the sacrifice, of course, of literal grammar. For instance, I had to reverse the
noun and adjective in the cluster, but on the whole to me it rang truer
to Hrotswitha's point than the more verbatim "Strong Shout."
Second, at the very end of his first scene with John, Andronicus
exhibits a peculiar turn of phrase. With his spirits now restored by
John's suggestion that they bury Drusiana in a tomb, he suggests
that Fortunatus guard the body and refers to him as his "procurator"
(procuratori) . It is the last word in the speech, a common place for a
comic author to situate a word intended to trigger a laugh, and it
looked to me like a joke. Its obvious Roman implications suggest
grandeur, though Fortunatus is little more than a bailiff, inspired
perhaps by the standard "lusty bailiff" of ancient comedy (compare
Olympio in Plautus's Casina) . But unless the audience knows Fortunatus as the name of a standard comic character- type who is greedy and
villainous, the joke will make little sense since it has not yet been
revealed that he is bad. The word procuratori is there to explain why
Andronicus chooses Fortunatus to watch over the tomb, so the joke
might also rest on its explicative nature, a sort of oh-that's-right-youdon't-know-hlm-do-you? sense, in contrast to the Roman joke which
is based on the grand misuse of procurator. I chose to highlight the
latter and rendered it, "He does my yard," leaving the joke to rest on
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its sudden recurrence to Andronicus's normal, boring daily life, just
another of this character's rapid shifts of focus and emotional level.
And as such, it got a laugh at every performance.
Third, at least twice in Dulcitius and Callimachus Hrotswitha refers
directly to the humor of these plays, as if she is reminding the audience
in the midst of her serious message about Christian virtue and women's
role in holy life that th.is is a comedy. For example, near the beginning
of the pots-and-pans scene (4) of Dulcitius, Chione calls the general's
malosculation ridiculum ("laughable"). Rather than prompt the audience to laugh as the line seems designed to do, I thought it better for
modem audiences if I provoked a laugh, so I translated the line, "Any
pot in a storm." The Chione actress used the line, however, more to
divulge her nun-character whose outlandish abruptness th.is line suited
well. If it got laughs, it was more for the actress's slightly eccentric
reading than the line itself, but like ridiculum it set the scene for the
laughs to follow.
More humorously effective was what appears to be the Friends'
open allusion in the second scene of Callimachus to making the title
character laugh. While trying to prime the truth from him, they say,
"So, tell us everything about your suffering! I If it's all that bad, then
we will suffer it with you." After that there is clearly a pause during
which Callimachus says nothing. The Friends try again and, translated
literally, say, "If not, we strive that your spirit be restored (rl!'UOcan) by
some lighthearted endeavor." Although there is some texrual difficulty
here-it could read "to restore (revocare) your spirit from a worthless
endeavor," but they don't know about his lust for Drusiana yet-the
lectio dijficilior (that is, the version that is harder to understand at first)
is the better reading and the more humorous one, I mean, the former.
The emotions in the scene also flow better if at this moment the
Friends try to lighten the mood with a little joke but either cannot
immediately recall one or never get a chance to say it because Callimachus in the next line interrupts with a confession of love. As I see
it, it is more stageworthy to have them try to think up a joke and with
these inane proceedings finally evoke from the frustrated Callimachus
the confession their open request did not. That Hrotswitha recalls
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rroocari later in the scene adds weight to this comical interpretation of
the passage and allows for a recollection of the joke: "That's not the
joke that we were trying to remember." That always got a laugh.
There were far more jokes and humorous nuances in Hrotswitha
that I had to pass over, many I am sure I never saw, but in attempting
to create a comic translation ofHrotswitha's plays I hoped to bring out
at least some of the delight and joy these plays gave me. Ifl have overstepped my bounds, please bear in mind that I have captured only a
small percentage of the humor in these plays. My jokes, if indeed
anyone takes them as mine, do little more than replace those of
Hrotswitha's that arc missing in this translation because of their unsuitability to our day, the extreme constraints of time on stage, or my
own incapacity to render them properly in English-those that I saw.
Finally, much of what works dramatically in these translations I
must ascribe to others-the editors of the texts I used (Homeyer and
Wmterfeld) and especially the cast and crew of the production, whose
energy and dedication taught me more than I can say. They are

Hrotswitha of Gandersheim ..............................................Tricia Bunon
1. Diocletian/Dulcitius's Wtfe/Callimachus ............. Sarah Jane Hardy
2. Agape/Doorman/Friend/God ..................................... M6nica Leite
3. Chione/Doorman/Friencl/God ..................................... Amy Elison
4. Irena/Doorman/Friend/God ................................ Cameron Roberts
5. Soldier/Andronicus ..................................................... Sonja Stirling
6. Soldier/John ........................................................ Kindra Steenerson
7. Soldier/Fortunarus ................................................ Arika Schockmel
8. Dulcitius/Sisinnius/Drusiana ............................... Joslin Christensen
Director: Mike Morelli
Lighting Designer: Craig Brashears
Set Designer: Dave Maugham
Sound Designer: Jeremy Moniz
Stage Manager: Kyle Stein
Costume Designer and Props: Lonie Panhorst

Hrotswitha
(fricia Burton)

PROLOGUE
HROTSWITHA enters. She is an older woman, in her sixties, drmed
as a nun or canoness ofher day. Behind her sit eight NUNS dressed like her.
They will serve as the cast ofthe plays to follow.
HROTSWITHA addresses the audience humbly but with presence and
foll awareness that she speaks to an elite assembly of nobles and intellectuals.
HROTSWITHA
Everywhere around us you'll discover members of our ChurchNor can we be cleared completely of the accusation either-Who find it more refined to read
The eloquent chatter
Of pagans, their vacuous tomes,
As compared to the utility of the Holy Scriptures.
There exists as well another breed, wholly
D evoted to the Bible,
But though the rest of heathenry revolts them,
"The Roman poet Terence and his comedies are fine for reading,"
sometimes even more than once,
And while they rapture in his repartee, their delight
Turns them to sin by contact with such things that stain their souls.
So I, Hrotswitha, I the raucous steel of Gandersheim, I, too, have
not refrained from stealing or from staging Terence and his
"sermons perverse.n
And what's the harm, when everybody else is reading him?
I , however, with the very rhetorical strategies he used
To show off the sins oflascivious women,
How unchaste we can be,

(Proudly)
I will count
The praises due to holy women,
The innocence of virgins,

(Remembering suddenly that she should be humble)
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As long, well, as my eloquence and talent will hold out.
This, I must admit, has made me more than once feel shame,
Grieved me, made me blush, all over.
And I'll tell you why: this sort, this species
Of speaking demands
A thing detestable, forbidden, what lovers in their madness share,
The sour succulence we see in their insane communion,
Which we in here do not
Permit a voice, . . .
Pause. HROTSWITHA glances back at the NUNS behind her, then back
to the audience.
HROTSWITHA (con't.)
... as a rule .

The NUNS stifle a micker, anticipating the plays to come.
HROTSWITHA (con't.)
So let me say: the thoughts I've treated here
And the style, it is my solemn duty to depict.
For, even if these things so shamed me that I couldn't force myself
to say them,
How could I achieve my purpose and any good?
l intend to praise the pure, as far as my ability allows, and
We all know the greater that the provocation is to madness and
the more that it induces us to stray, the more that Heaven's
help is glorified, when
Goodness triumphs. The victory, too, is just that much more
glorious
When women, weak and tender, win.
And men in all their mightiness are muddled and demeaned.

The NUNS rustle with muted delight. HROTSWITHA turns back to
them and motiom to them to be silent.
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HROTSWITHA (can't.)
I'm sure, no doubt, I'll find a few detractors, who'll point to this,
the vulgar sort of speech I use,
And what is worse ...

(Pulling out afew sheets ofpaper and reading.from them)
. .. "It's worse than .. ."

(Turning to another page)
"No, not even near as rich as ... "

(Turning to another page)
"Why, it's not at all akin
To him . . ."

(Putting the papers away)
... to Terence, my purported model. And that is their opinion.
I will offer no resistance
To these men, but only ask
If there's some fault in me
To be detected, could they name it?
& if with them I'd ever seek, in my ineptitude, to be compared!
I can hardly move in the circles that they do.
They leave me in the dust of all their wisdom, so remote.
No, not even this much
Would I boast
That with the very least of them I'd dare to share the stage, their
authors or their ilk.

The NUNS rustle again. HROTSWITHA waves them silent again.
HROTSWITHA (cont.)
Only this alone will I assert, that, granted I am weak and hardly apt,
My humble heart may yet still pray that it
Receives from the Provider and returns His inspiration.
Take it from Hrotswitha's mouth, I have never been a lover of

myse1£
Nor, in order to avoid your scorn, can Christ
Who works among the blessed, with all the goodness which He
grants us do,
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Ever say I failed to shout His name.
So then if anyone approves my dedication,
I am pleased.
If, however, one or two of you do not, on the grounds I'm
unimportant,
Or they fault my style of speech because I'm from the country-Some don't like that-I'll keep it all myself what I have gained.
I used, you know, to turn my pitiful endeavors
Into other things that showed my ignorance, little books
Of poems, knots of formal verse,
But now I'm writing dramas, connected as a series,
With this goal in mind, that what did damage once,
Our predecessors' foolishness,
I will omit, or steer around.
HROTSWITHA beckom the NUNS out on stage. They walk out and
assume their places for the beginning o/Dulcitius. As HROTSWITHA
speaks the following, she introduces the particular NUNS who will play the
characters mentioned below.

HROTSWITHA (can't.)
The first play we present today
Is one I wrote now many years ago.
At present it is called Dulcitius, a character who's in the play,
Even though that's not the title that I gave the play. I thi.n k an
author has the right to give a work its name, don't you? Or
should we call perhaps the Bible something else? In any case,
I entitled, and I still entitle it:
The Suffering ofthe Sacred Virgins: Agape and Chione and Irena,
Who, our ancient ancestors proclaim, were martyred for their
sanctity. So we can say with surety this really happened
Long ago, when Diocletian was the emperor in Rome and his
general, a fool by name Dulcitius,
Tried to steal the virgins' innocence.
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But don't anybody worry: God will rescue all of them, and delude
the men,
And everything will end in joy, the way it should. And to their
great good fortune all the virgins die,
Forever pure and righteous,
Witnesses and brides of Christ invincible.
So, Terence, if you're listening,
There's a happy ending.
Now let's begin!
HROTSWITHA turns to leave. The NUNS are just about to begin
Dulcitius, when HROTSWITHA turns back and interrupts. The NUNS
look perturbed and shuffle theirfeet.

HROTSWITHA (con't.)
And, oh, don't leave when this is done. We have another play for
you.
It's called Callimachus.
Of course, that's not the name that I have given it, . ..

The NUNS cough and shuffle again. HROTSWITHAflashes them a look.
HROTSWITHA (con't.)
But why don't we proceed with what comes first? And then I'll
talk about the second play.

(To the Nun playing Diocletian)
And now I'm done.

(Sweeping majestically offstage)
For now.
HROTSWITHA exits.

The Passion ofthe Holy Virgins: Agape, Chione and Irena
SCENE I: The Court ofthe Roman Emperor Diocletian
DIOCLETIAN stands proudly by his throne. He is dressed as a warriur
and has a moneybag hanging from his swordbelt. His three SOLDIERS
with AGAPE, CHIONE and IRENA stand befure him.
DIOCLETIAN

(Majestically, as a man who is in charge and knows he is in public)
For the fame of your family's nobility
And in light of your personal beauty
It is encumbent on you, by marriage law, to be paired with the
best in the palace,
Wh.ich our command will affirm,
If you will deny Christ
And to our gods crave sacrifice.

AGAPE, CHIONE and IRENA confer far a moment in private, and
then AGAPE steps forward as their spokeswoman.
AGAPE

(Mockingly majestical, taunting Diocletian)
Be free of your worry, your majesty!
We will not burden the lord of this mansion with any proceedings
of marriage,
Since, neither to deny our wimessing His name,
or to taint our purity,
By any means
Will we be forced.
DIOCLETIAN

(Flummoxed, trying to cover his dismay, privately to the virgins)
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What docs this mean? What has come over you three? This is

folly.
AGAPE
(Loudly, puJJlicly in order to htighten Diocletian's embarrassment)
What sign of folly
Do you sight in us?
DIOCLETIAN

(Blustering)
It's ... obvious! Copious!

AGAPE
In what?
DIOCLETIAN

(Angrily)
In this very clearly,
The fact you've cast aside the worship of your ancient faith
To track that wasteland, Christianity, ...
(Rolling his eyes, to his So/dim)
. . . yet another superstition.

AGAPE
(Calmly)
You are a brave man to slander
The standing of a God Almighty.
There is danger . . .

.

DIOCLETIAN

(Interrupting)
To whom?

AGAPE
To you and to your state, the state you rule.
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The V ,rgjns confront Diocletian.

DIOCLETIAN
This girl is insane!

( To his Soldiers)
Remove her from sight!

One ofthe SOLDIERS takes AGAPE out.
CHIONE

( Walking right up to Diocletian and yelling in hisface)
My sister's not insane;
It's just your srupidity showing.
DIOCLETIAN

(&coiling in dismay at Chione~ aifrontery)
And this one does an even madder dance!
In which case, from my sight she too should be subtracted.
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DIOCLETIAN motions to the SOLDIERS, one of whom takes
CHIONEout.

DIOCLETIAN (con't.)
And the third one? Yes, let's try her, too.

IRENA
( With some trepidation, trying to holster herself with her words)
The third one is a rebel,
And to you, you'll soon discover, totally opposed.

DIOCLETIAN
(Sagely, like a fond parent)
Irena, you're younger in years,
But grow older in worth.
IRENA
Tell me, I'm waiting,
In what way?
DIOCLETIAN
Nod your head to our gods,
Give your sisters an example to live by
And a reason to be free.
Pause, while IRENA figures out what he means.

IRENA
(Horrified, when she realizes w hat he means)
Squat before idols? Let them
Who wish to war the Thunderer on High!
My head is anointed with the oil of my Lord. I will not besmear it
By throwing myself at the feet of heathen fetishes!
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DIOCLETIAN
Worshipping gods won't besmirch you, I swear.

( With mocking menace, like a devoted Christian)
It's a glory, in the highest.
The remaining SOLDIER laughs at the EMPEROR's joke.
lRENA

(Shocked at his blasphemy)
What beast more vile,
What vileness more
Than a slave who's
Revered as a lord?
DIOCLETI

(Calmly moving in for the kill)
Who's asking you to reverence slaves,
But lords, and princes' gods?
IRE A

( With innocence and intellect)
Is he not a slave of someone
Iflus maker markets him for money, ...
(Pointi11g to the moneybag hanging.from his belt)
... a thing to be discounted?

DIOCLETIAN
(Stunned by her bold words and her excellent logic)
This girl's verbal bravado
Merits some praise and some torture.

He motions to the remaining SOLDIER to take her away, but she
speaks before the SOLDIER can reach her.

Hrotswitha: D ulci ri us and Callimachus
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IRENA

( Throwing her arms out in joy, as ifon a ems)
That is what I want, that I would embrace,
For my love of Christ slice me up in pieces.
DIOCLETIAN
I've never seen girls with so many opinions!
My very decrees they throw back in my face!
So, net them in chains, all three!
And let my man Dulci ti us watch over them under vile captivity.

The SOLDIER takes IRENA out. DIOCLETIAN exits shaking his
head in dismay.

SCENE 2 : Dulcitius's Palace
DULCITIUS enters and paces excitedly. He is the comic "oldfool,• lust.fol and stupid, a Lysidamus or Pantalone type.
DULCITIUS
Bring them here,
Soldiers, bring them here,
The girls you keep in prison!
Three SOLDIERS bring in the three VIRGINS tied up.
SOLDIERS

(In unison, as they and all groups speak throughout)
Here they ase, as you requested!
DULCITIUS
(Lust.folly)
Ai-yai! What pretty girls,
Delightful girls,
What extraordinasy little girls!
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SOLDIERS
(Rolling their eyes and sh~ing their heads to show UJ that they
have seen thi.r sort efbehaviorfrom DulcitiUJ before)
Perfectly beautiful!
DULCITIUS
(All hut drooling)
Overcome by their looks, that I am!
SOLDIERS
(Nodding among themselves)
We can believe that.
DULCITIUS
I feel hot. I want to haul them all into my lovenet.
SOLDIERS
We don't think you'll be the one who ends up on the top.
DULCITIUS
(Genuinely surprised at their answer)
And why is that?
SOLDIERS
Because they stand firm in their faith .
DULCITIUS
Well then, what if I speak in sweet words?
SOLDIERS
That they will scorn.
DULCITIUS
Then what if I threaten with torture?

Hrotswilha: Dulcitius and Callimachus
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SOLDIERS

Won't even notice.
DULCITIUS

(Honestly askingfor help)
What do I do?
SOLDIERS

(Mocking his style ofspeaking and stupidity)
Think up a plan.
DULCJTIUS

Hmmm!
(Perplexed, thinks for a moment, then aflash ofinsight)
Put them under arrest,
In there, right there inside my workhouse,
In the pantry where my kitchen staff stores all my pots and
pans.
SOLDIERS

(Surprised by his plan)
What? But why that den?
DULCITIUS

(Delighted at his own genius)
So I can see them every now and then.
SOLDIERS

(Astounded by his density, but obedient to his commands)
As you wish.
The SOLDIERS take the VIRGINS out. DULCITJUS exits.
Pause.
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SCENE y Outside the Door to Dulcitius's Pantry
The SOLDIERS take up positions outside the pantry. DVLCITIVS
enters and greets them eagerly.
DULCITIUS
(Slavering over the prospect ofhearing about the Virgins)
What are they doing, my prisoners,
Beneath th.is hour of the night?

SOLDIERS
(Bored)
Wasting time singing hymns.

DULCITIUS
(Trying to move them closer to the door)
Let's all get closer.
SOLDIERS
(Discreetly refusing his suggestion)
The tolling of their voices there
We'd rather hear from over here.

DULCITIUS
(Pushing them aside)
Fine, you and your lanterns watch by the doors.
I'm going in!
I'll have their embraces ...

(Laughing menacingly)
... for cl.inner tonight.
DVLCITIVS exits into the pantry.

Hrolswit ha: Dulcitius and Callimachus
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SOLDIERS
Then enter!

(Laughing in mocking imitation ofhis laugh, then bored again)
We'll stay with the light.
The SOLDIERS exit.

SCENE 4: Dulcitius's Pantry (Interior)
The VIRGINS enter. They are standing in the pantry, tied together
with a rope.
SOUND: A door slams, loudfootsteps.
AGAPE
Did you hear that? At the door?

SOUND: DULCITIUS laughs from offstage.
IRENA
It's that fool, Dulcitius. He's coming in.
CHIO E
Oh, God protect us!
AGAPE
Yes indeed.

SOUND: A small, hollow pot is dropped.
CHIONE
What was that? It sounded like someone banging a kettle?

SOUND: A medium-sized pot is dropped.
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CHIONE (con't.)
That's a basin?

SOUND: A huge, heavy pot ir dropped and rolls around noirily. DULCITIUS (offstage} screams in pain.
CHIONE (can't.)
That's a frying pan.

IRENA
(Slipping out ofthe rope effortlessly)
I'll go sec.
IRENA goes over to some cracks in the wall and peers through them.

SOUND: Throughout this scene DULCITIUS (offstage) is heard
groaning with delight amidst the sounds ofpots and pans banging.

IRENA (con't.)
(Laughing with glee)
Come over here!
Oh, please,
Look here through the cracks!

AGAPE
What is it?

IRE A
(Looking back andforth between the cracks and her sisters)
Look at him! Isn't he stupid?
He's lost his mind.
He thinks he's holding us, embracing us.

AGAPE
(Reserved, but curious)
And what's he really doing?
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IRENA
He's got a saucepan in his lap, and now a skillet and a roaster, and
he's hugging them, no, he's kissing them, . . .
(Seeing that Agape is disgusted at her delight)
. . . but nothing wet.
CHIONE
(Joining in Irena's delight, laughing at herself)
Any pot in a storm.

AGAPE glares at CHIONE, who shrugs sheepishly.

IRENA
And his face, and hands, and robes,
Aie utterly smothered in ashes,
He's a total eclipse!
And all the blackness sticking to him
Brands him the ghost of an Ethiop.
AGAPE
(Primly, trying to restore decorum)
Appropriate that he should look in body,
As one possessed of Satan in mind.

IRENA
Oh, he's coming out! Let's see what his soldiers will do when they
see him departing.

IRENA rejoins her sisters under the rope.
SOUND: Thepantry door hangs.

IRE A (con't.)
He's approaching the gates.
( Whispering)
Be quiet, it's starting.

The VIRGINS move offstage.
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SCENEs: Dulcitius's Pantry (Exterior)
Dulcitius~ SOLDIERS enter and resume the positions they had taken
up formerly outside the pantry.
SOUND: DULCITIUS {offstage} makes grunts of male sexual
satisfaction.
SOLDIERS
(Frightened by the noises)
Who is that coming out? Man or demon?
Or himself the Devil!
Run away!

The SOLDIERS try to leave, but DULCJTIUS suddenly appears and
blocks their path.
DULCITIUS
Soldiers, men, what's your rush? Hold it,
Wait for me!
I need your lanterns
To get to my bedroom.
SOLDIERS
(Still scared, among themselves)
It's the voice of our commander,
But it looks just like the devil.
Don't just stand there,
Get a move on!
Can't you see the thing is after us?

The SOLDIERS run offstage. DULCJTIUS is left alone.
DULCITIUS
I'm going to the palace
And this mistreatment I've received I'll report to my superiors.
I'm peeved!

Hrotswitha: Dulcitius and Callimachus
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SCENE 6: Outside Diocletian's Palace
DULCITJUS knocks at the gates ofthe palace.

DULCITIUS (con~.)
(Imperiously)
Porter, porter, let me in the palace!

The DOORMEN look out at him hut do not come to the gate.

DULCITIUS (can't.)
( Trying to tempt the doormen out)
I have a secret to say to the emperor.
DOORMEN
(Advancing toward him menacingly)
What is this vile and detestable phantom,
Sotted with mangled and murky shreds?
Let's pound him with our fists,
Let's throw him down the stairs!
No more! Go now! Access is denied.

During the preceding speech, the DOORMEN heat DULCITIUS and
leave him bloodied and bruised on the ground. They exit.

DULCITIUS
(Ruing up and dusting himselfoff)
Oh, oh! What's going on?
Can't they see the splendid clothes I'm wearing,
Can't they see my body's brilliance?
Yet whoever spots me,
Like some dreadful omen spurns me.
I will go to my wife.
She will know what this means.
DULCJTIUS's WIFE enters with SERVANTS behind her. She is angry,

not griefstricken.
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DULCITIUS (con't.)
Bur look, here she is, tearing at her hair,
And my whole house weeping follows her there.

SCENE 7-' The Same
WIFE

(Very angry, the standard Plautine matrona found in Menaechmi
and Asinaria)
No! No! My general Dulcitius, look what's happened to you?
You've lost your mind.
DULCITIUS looks dumbstruck. The WIFE rubs her thumb across
DULCITIUS's cheek and shows him the ashes on his face. He realizes the
truth ofwhat he's done.

WIFE (conj,)
You've become the sport of Christ-adorers.

DULCITIUS
Now I see I've been taken by witchery.

WIFE
(Throwing up her hands in disgust)
This confuses me terribly,
This in particular saddens,
What you've suffered you don't even know.
The WIFE storms out, leaving her SERVANTS behind They become
the SOLDIERS now.

DULCITIUS
(To the Soldiers)

Hrouwitha: Dulcitius and Callimachus
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I demand those temptresses!
Now! Produce those girls, and ...
(Pause, as he tries to think up a suitable punishment, then a flash
ofinsight)
And rip their clothes, publicly denude them, too!
(Swaggering with machismo)
Let them know it's their tum to learn what humiliating me can do.
The SOLDIERS exit.

SCENE 8: Inside Dulcitius's Palace
DUMBSHOW: The SOLDIERS reenter with the VIRGINS tied up
and try to rip off their clothes. DULCITIUS watches at.first but then falls
asleep apparently in boredom at how long it takes to get the VIRGINS'
clothes off. The SOLDIERS continue to struggle but the clothes won't
mO'Ve.

SOLDIERS
We sweat in vain,
For nothing all this work:
See, their clothes
Cling to the virgins' flesh, tight as hide.
(Looking over at Dulcitius asleep)
Look! even he himself, who told us to undress them, our superior
snores in his seat.
(Shaking him to no avail)
And there's no way to shake off this trance.
Let's visit our lord Diocletian
And open his ears to the things that have come to completion.
All exit, except one ofthe SOLDIERS.
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SCENE 9: The Court ofDiocletian

DIOCLETIAN enters. The one remaining SOLDIER runs to DIOCLETIAN and whispers in his ear.

DIOCLETIAN
(After listening to the Soldier)
It's quite disappointing to hear
Of my prefect Dulcitius
Victimized,
So reviled,
So false and unfairly framed.
And so, to stop these pernicious small women
From boasting that they got away with tricking our gods and their
followers,
I'll speak to my viscount . ..
(Pause)
Sisinnius, ...
The SOLDIER reacts with revulsion, showing that SISINNIUS is
afarmidable villain and DIOCLETIANs highest card

DIOCLETIAN (con't.)
. .. about the exaction of vengeance!
DIOCLETIAN and the SOLDIER exit.

SCENE IO: Sisinnius's Court
SISINNIUS and two of his SOLDIERS enter. SISINNJUS is vicious
and revels in others' pain like Simon Legree or a character portrayed by
Vincent Price.

Hrotswitha: Dulci ti us and Callimachus
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SISINNIUS
(Laughing nefariously, rubbing his hands together with malicious
delight)
Soldiers, show me these mischievous sluts
Who deserve to be torrured, these virgins!
SOLDIERS
They're locked away in prison.
SISINNIUS
Omitting Irena for now,
Bring me the rest of them!
SOLDIERS
Leaving one out? For what?
SISINNIUS
(With an expert sadist's wisdom)
Mercy. She's still young. And it's easier in general to change your
mind,
When your relatives are not around.
SOLDIERS
So we've found.

The SOLDIERS exit.

SCENE I I: The Same
The SOLDIERS reenter immediately with CHIONE and AGAPE.
SOLDIERS (con't.)
Here they are, the ones that you demanded.
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SISINNIUS
Listen and obey, Agape! Chione! This is my advice.

AGAPE
(Turning away.from him)
It's only advice if we listen.
SISINNIUS
Offer libation to our gods.

AGAPE
( Utterly defiant)
To the Father true and everlasting and His likewise everlasting Son,
And to the Holy Advocate of Both,
We libate this, our praise unceasing.
SISI NIUS
(Laughing at her defiance maliciously)
That is not what I'm saying to you;
No, I'll punish you if you don't stop it.

AGAPE
Stop it? No, you won't.
And we will never sacrifice to demons.
SISINNIUS
Put aside
All this hardness of heart, and make a simple sacrifice.
( With some delight at the prospect)
If you should refuse, I'll see you killed
By the will of your lord Diocletian.
CHIONE
(Storming forward as before with Diocletian, yelling right in
Sisinnius'sface)

Hro/Jw itha: Dukitius and Callimachus
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That's right. You should. Nod your head! Murder us, if that's your
emperor's behest.
His commands you see yourself we scorn.
(Going back to Agape and taking her place as a prisoner)
And should you but for mercy's sake create delay,
It's only fair that you should die.

A pawe as everyone absorbs CHIONE's outTageou.r logic and irrational
behavior.
SISINNIUS
Well, what are you waiting for?
Soldiers? What are you waiting for?
Seize hold of these blasphemers!
Throw them alive on the fire!

The SOLDIERS put CfllONE and AGAPE on a pyre, as they speak the
following.
SOLDIERS
(&luctant, but trying to rebuild their confidence)
Yes, let's set them on pyres we've built
And trade them for ashes with revelling flames,
Put an end to their insults forever.

AGAPE
(Praying as the So/dim light theflames)
o! To You, my Lord, to You no power is unknown. You can make
a fiame forget its very force and be obedient to You. But we are
weary, tired of these delays.
And so we beg You loose the nets that hold ous souls
And when these bodies are no more
Rejoice our hearts beside You in Your sight.

CfllONE and AGAPE die in ecstasy.
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Agape and Chionc arc killed by Sisinnius.

SOLDIERS
(Staring at Agape and Chione)
This is different.

(To each other)
What a bewildering miracle!

(Moving closer to the bodies and examining them carefolly)
See, their souls have left their bodies,
And not a single trace of wound is on them.
Their hair, their clothes, ...

(To each other)
othing's been burnt by the flame!

(To Si.rinnius, who is also bewildered)
Her body's exactly the same!

Hrotswitha: Dulcitius and Callimachus
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SISINNIUS

(Angrily mapping his fingers)
Bring me Irena!

The SOLDIERS map their fingers ojfitage and two other SOLDIERS
enter with IRENA. This new pair of SOLDIERS does not speak in the following scene.

SCENE I2: The Same
SOLDIERS (First Pair)
Here she is.
SISINNIUS

(Snarling with every ounce ofsadistic glee he can muster)
Tremble, Irena! Your sisters are dead.
Be careful, or you too will die in the same way that they did.

IRE A
(Shocked at the sight ofher dead sisters, but trying to be stalwart)
But I want to, the very way they died, and follow them
So I can share with them eternal joy.
SIS

IUS

(Laughing at her obvious confusion)
Come, come now! Yield to persua ion.

IRENA
(As if quoting something she's been taught to say but doesn't really
believe)
I will not yield to men persuading sin.
SISI NIUS
Refuse to yield, and let me be brief,
T he death that I offer will not be!
o, I'll invest it with new sorts of tortures, compounded daily.
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IRENA
The sharper the anguish,
The greater my glory in heaven.

I INNIUS
Torture won't frighten you?
I will advance something el e then that will make you hudder.

IRENA
Inflict what you will on me,
I'll escape with Chri t' assistance.

SI INNIUS
I'll have you taken to a brothel
And your body befouled and polluted.

IRE A
(Clearly terrified and strugglingfar strength)
Better a body besmirched with injustices, whatever you want,
Than a soul be soiled by idols.

SISINNJU
(Playing his highest trump, with delight)
As the consort of whores,
You will find true pollution. How then in the number
Of the virgins can you ever expect to be counted?

IRE A
(Finding her way at this moment, speaking.from the heart)
Lu t gives birth to pain,
But suffering's a crown.
And no one calls it guilt,
When the heart does not consent.

Hro/Jwitha: Oulcitius and Callimachus
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SISIN IUS
(Se,zsing that the tide hm fumed agai,ut him, with anger at his
deftat) I'm wa ting my time, why offer mercy? What a piry

wa ting piry on this infant child!

SOLDIERS
(Trying to encourage him but also relieved that he has not won)
We could have told you that, ir!
There' no way
he'll be wayed to our gods' adoration,
And fear will never break her.

JU
No more mercy then!

OLDTER
Good move.
I INNIU
Take her out, have no pity,
Drag her and be cruel!
Throw her in with whores, and how her no respect!

lRE
( Seming her victory)
They will not for I won't go there.

Who here is going to top them?

IRENA
Who direct the world, who know the future.

(Misunderstanding her statement as a question)
Me!Tryme!
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IRE A
( With pleasure new, and some delight at his foolishness)

Go ahead! Hurry up!

SISINNIU
(To the Soldiers, who are standing back away from her because
they seme her holiness, too)

Frightened, my soldier ? W eU, don't be! The con equence of fraud
and blasphemy, that's her progno i from me.
SOLDIERS
(Trying to hide their fear with macho posturing)

.Frightened of her? o,
We are eager to follow your order.
(To the other pair of Soldiers, w ith some trepidation)

You, go!
The secondpair of SOLDIERS exits with IRENA.

SCENE IJ: The Same. Later
SISINNillS
(Looking in the distance)

Who arc these men ru hing toward me? They resemble my
The ones I entrusted the girl to!

ldicr ,

The second pair of SOLDIERS reenters, panting w ith exhaustion and
w ithout IRENA. New they speak and thefirst pair is silent.

ISINNIUS (con't.)
So it is! Why are you back here so soon?
Where are you running to, so out of breath?

Hrotswitha: Dulcitius and Callimachus
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SOLDIERS
( G(l$pingfor breath, but excitedly with their news)
We are looking for you.

I I NIU
Where i Irena, your prisoner?

OLDIERS
(jubilantly)
On the brow of a mountain.

!SIN IUS
The what?

SOLDIERS
(Nodding triumphantly)
Close to here.

SISINNIUS
(Exploding in rage, yelling at all the Soldiers)
Dull, blunt fools!
l ncapable of reason altogether!
The first pair ofSOLDIERS breaks in, shocked to be included i11 SISINNIUS's reproaches.

OLDIERS (First Pair)
What, us? We're not to blame!
(Pointing at the second pair ofSoldiers)
D on't yeU! D on't threaten us!

SISINNIUS
You ...
(Breaking offwith anger)
Gods damn you!
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The second pair of SOLDIERS break. back. in. They speak. the SOLDIERS' part from here until the very end ofthe scene.

SOLDIERS (Seco11d Pair)
(Confused at his anger)
What did we do to you?
What is the crime we committed?
Did we not do what you said?

ISINNIUS
1 ordered you, didn't I, to take that wayward heretic and drag her
off omewhere disreputable?

SOLDIERS
o you did, and we did too, every word
To the letter you gave us,
But we met on the road two young men- we've never seen them
before--and they said they were sent by yourself there, to tell
us to go with Irena and climb up the mountain, all the way to
the top.

SISI NIUS
What are you talking about?

SOLDIER
(With the truth oftheir deceptio11ft11ally dawni11g on them)
I gue s it's not you then who sent them.

SISINNIUS
What were they like?

OLDIERS
(Happily again)
Their cloaks were shining,
Faces so serene.
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SI 11 JU
(Totally exasperated)
Oh, no! D on't tell me you followed them!

SOLDIER
Followed them? Ye !

SISI

IU

W hat did they do?

OLDIERS
On the left and the right oflrena, each took a place
And told us all to follow them
o you would know what happened.

IS

JU
There's nothi ng now that I can do but take the fastest hor e 1
have,
And whoever you are, the ones who have trick ed us so boldly, I'll
find you!

OLDIERS (First Pair)
( Gathering up the second pair ofSoldiers roughly)
And we're right here behind you!

SJSINNIUS and the SOLDIERS exit.

SCENE 14: The Top ofa Mountain
They all reenter immediately. The SOLDIERS are dragging their feet
in exhaustion.
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SISI
IUS
Well! Frankly I don't get it. What do I do? I've been gulled by the
guile of these Christ-lovers! See here, I circle the mountain;
and, no matter how often l get on the path, I can't seem to go
any higher,
Or lower. o top and no bottom!
SOLDIERS
Ir's interesting the way we've been deluded.
(Dropping to the ground)

But we're very tired now, exhausted. If you allow all this madness
to prosper in her,
It's yourself and your men you'll destroy.
IRENA appears majestically above them.
SOUND: A choir of angels, including AGAPE and CHIONE, sings
around her.
SISJNNJUS hears the singing, turns and sees IRENA.

SISIN IUS
(Taking one ofhis Soldiers by the shoulder and pointing at Irena)
Whoever you are an10ng mine,
Stretch out your bow and your might,
Let our an arrow,
Carve a tunnel in that Siren.

SOLDIERS
Good going!

IRE A
(Beatifically, w ith mpreme authority and calm)

Wretched man, shame on you,
Sisinnius, for shame!

For you, so badly beaten, mourn yourself!
A delicate infant, one little virgin
And you couldn't win, not without flashing your arms.
SISINNIUS
Whatever dishonor accrues will be lighter a burden for me,
Since you'll die, there's no doubt.

IRE A
The thing I love, like nothing else a joy,
And you will lament it indeed,
Since in exchange for the sting of your malice
You'll be damned , and sent to Hell;
I, however, witness and invincible,
Will wear the virgin's crown.
I will enter Heaven
And my everlasting monarch's arms,
Whose honor and who e glory are
Forever.

SISINNIUS gives the order to fire the arrow. IRENA stretches out her
arms to receive it joyji,lly, as the lights go out.
SOUND: The si11ging swells.

END OF DULCITIUS
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SECOND PROLOGUE
Pause. As the lights come back. up, HROTSWITHA steps forward and
ushers the NUNS back. toward the cloister while the audience applauds. The
NUNS congratulate each other as they leave their Dulcitius characters and
return to being themselves.

HROTSWITHA
(Steppingforward)

I hope all you men so intelligent
And also you gentlemen present,
Won't see in another's success any reason for jealousy.
But instead, as uits the truly wise, applaud us heartily!
The NUNS all bow and smile. HROTSWITHA then shoos them all off
stage.

HROTSWITHA (con't.)
(Pointing to a member of the audience who bas not applauded
with excessiv e v igor)

You there, I ca n hardly praise your humble reticence-it overwhelms!Enough. I'm so amazed, I can't express ... it
Overtakes me. I know I don t deserve such generosity. Your
adoration's all too much.
How could I return
Your judgment back to you with any fitti ng grati tude?
In all fairness, I couldn't.
(Turning back. to the audience as a whole)

After all, among philosophers who hold th e most advanced
degrees, and men who have been raised
On science-you're so impressive and accomplishcd!My meager effort, prung of but an undeserving little woman,
You amaze me. How can you find worth in this?

Hro1,wi1ha: Dulcitius and Callimachus
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(Pausing to look around the audience and, getting no answer,
continuing)
I'll show you: it's what the Giver gave to me that moves you, his
grace
You, my brothers, sense in this. That's what you were really lauding.
You mu t then conclude that in me there is some small scintilla of
science and subtlety,
That accounts for the genius exceeding my own in this play, more
than a woman can conceive.
And as for my rusticity, my simple country blather,
Up till now I hardly dared to-only just a cho en few,
And at that my family mo tly-Show my work.
As a consequence, it almost died away, my voice.
But with you
And the corroboration that I sense from you,
I feel more confident in underraking trus creation on the understanding
That, wherever God consents, I can,
And with whatever wisdom human scrutiny might underlay.
HROTSWITHA turns around to introduce the next play, but there is
no one there. The NUNS who start the show are still offstage changing costume. Only one NUN is just then returning. When HROTSWITHA looks at
her, she shnigs and motions for her to keep talking. Then she runs efJ stage
to get the others.

HROTSWITHA (can't.)
( Clearly stalling)
And still among this all, variou emotions rage inside me, Joy-as you can see-and Terror. I'm, frankly, torn in two. And
God's the cause: It's by His grace, it is, that I am what I am.
Yet, why through me should He be praised? My heart rejoices,
yes,
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But wonders, too, if l appear as something more than what I really
am? It frigh tens me,
Because I know there're two ways leading us to sin, and no two
ways about it:
T he first, if G od bestows a gift on us, we mustn't fail to use it!
The second, if He does n't, ...
(Pointing directly at an audience member as ifshe knows him)
... never claim you have what wasn't offered or pretend to have it.
You'll agree then, I had better nor deny, in the presence of H is
Blessi ng, that my Creator through His synergism taught these
arts to me.
Though I'm but an animal, I'm eager to be tamed,
And still, in truth I must admi t, a less than perfect studen t.
The insight and intellige nce H e married in to me, I see them
both. And yet I had no teachers who could shape my idle
mind,
And banish the innate inertia students idolize, what makes them
lazy, fallow field .
And so I determined not to take the gift of God
For nothing or neglect my talen t,
No, not if any chance remainder, any overloo ked detritus of
a shred
Uruaveled from the gown of Science,
Was left fo r me to gather,
And I could weave it in throughout my little works, threaded
carefully inside them,
If only to di sguise the crudity of my untutored sputtering, by
diluting it with some philosophy.
So may the Benefactor of my brilliance
All the more for my sake earn your due acclaim,
For H e speaks in me, a woman, a senseless, lesser essence, as you
say.
And I say this, my purpose
And the only thing I swear for: I intend

To stop pretending,
Where I'm ignorant, and what I know, proclaim .
I, at least, admit so much: I know what I don't know.
The NUNS enter w ho play the first roles in Callimachus. They have
changed costumes.

HROTSWITHA (con't.)
(Relieved that the Num havefinally arrived)
And this I know ... that our second play is called The R etum to
L ife of Drusia na and Ca!limachm , no t just Calli111achus as
perhaps you've heard.
It concerns the consequences of illicit passion.
( Cranking up for another long introduction)
It happened in the days when John, the Saint, the very one whom
Christ chose as apostle, lived,
And shows us how the Devil and desire ruin us, ...
The FIRST NUN (who plays Callimachus) begim to whisper her opening line, but HROTSWITHA keeps 011 talking. The FIRST NUN stops and
looks irritated

HROT WITHA (con't.)
(Rolling over the "Callimachus• Nun)
And how God redeems us, even tho e who run completely out
of grace.
The FIRST NUN clears her throat.

HROTSWITHA (con't.)
And now we'U tart the play, .. .
(To the "Callimochus Nun )
... even though there's more I have to say.
The FIRST NUN smiles, bows and gestures for her to continue talking,

ifthat's w hat she wants.
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HROTSWITHA (con't.)
(Back to the audience, with a look oftriumph)

And I will say it ... later.
HROTSWITHA strides offstage.

The Return to Life ofDrusiana and Callimachus

SCENE I: A Street in Ephesus
CALLJMACHUS
( Whisperingfurtively)

But a bit of your time, my companions, is all that I ask.

FRIE DS
( Out loud, a classic vocal chorus from antiquity)

Use us as you wish. We came to talk.

CALLIMACHUS
( Wavingfar them to hush up, whispering)

If it's not disagreeable, I wouJd prefer
That you meet with me later, away from the others' acquaintance.

FRIE DS
(As a choral stage-whisper)

If you think it best,
We have no choice.

CALLIMACHUS
We'll reassemble in secret, somewhere
Where no one just happening by might overhear what we say.
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FRIEND
(Bowing)
We obey.

SCENE 2: Another Location. Later

011

CALLIMACHUS and FRIENDS mO'Ve and simply assume new places
the stage.

CALLIMACHUS
( T#iiling out loud now, a classic whiner)
Ah, I am sick. I can't stop. Nothing helps.
It's a horrid disorder.
That's why I asked you to come here. I need your advice.
Help me, if possible. You're my only hope.

FRIENDS
( Calmly but relishing the prospect of "suffering')
Right. We see. Begin by sharing it with us, your suffering, and we
will suffer, too.
Whatever happens, friend, to anyone of us, the rest in his misforrune take a part.

CALLIMACHUS
(Melodramatically)
How I would like it if you could
Partake of my suffe ring suffering, too!

FRIE DS
(A little too eager to share in his s1iffering)
So, tell us everything about your suffe ring!
And if it 's all that bad, then we will suffer it with you.

Pa11Se. No response.
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FRIENDS (con't.)
On the other hand, perhaps you'd like to hear a joke?

The FRIENDS confer a moment.

FRIE DS (con't.)
(Sheepishly)
We can't remember any.

CALLIMACHU
(Suddenly burstingforth with the truth)
I'm in love.

FRIE DS
(Perplexed)
W ith what?

CALLIMACHUS
A thing of beauty,
Thing of joy!

SOUND: A bell tolls.

FRIE DS
Hmmm. Well, you're not alone in that, ...
(Giggling among themselves)
... well, maybe here you are.
But still, it isn't too specific, this ul 'm in love" you say. Your meaning is amiss.

CALLIMACHUS
(Earnestly)
No,woman.
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FRIE DS
Woman? When you say that,
D o you speak in general?
CALLIM.ACHUS
o, not in general them all.
( Gazing offin the distance)
There is one in particular.

FRIE DS
(Trying to bring him back to earth)
Remember how we learned in class,
You can't discuss a subject when you don't define it first?
If you mean for us to follow your equation, tell us first the total sum.

CALLIMACHUS
(After a pause,jinally coughing up the truth)
It's Drusiana.

FRIE DS
(In shock)
As in Andronicus? Captain Andronicus? His wife?

CALLIMACHUS
That's what I mean.

FRIENDS
(Firmly)
She's not available, pal!
She's been baptized.

CALLIMACHUS
(Deftnsively)
That makes no difference to me!
Assuming that she loves me back. I can see it.

Drusiana
Uoslin Christensen)
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FRIENDS
No, you can't.
CALLIMACHUS
Why don't you believe me?

FRIENDS
You've chosen something very hard to do.
CALLIMACHUS
(Melodramatically again)
Am I the first of my kind to have made such a choice?
Have not thousand preceded me, calling me on? For example, ...

FRIENDS
(Intem,pting)
Listen up, my brother! he, thi s woman,
The very one you bum for, has joined with John the Saint. He's
an Apostle.
ow she is completely sworn to God, so much so she doesn't even
share a bedroom with her husband Andronicus,
Who, I've heard, is being very Christian in the matter.
CALIJMACHVS laughs with delight and ruhs his hands together.

FRIE DS (con't.)
That's not the joke we were trying to remember.
And with thi , you believe you can make her ... forget it!
CALLIMACHUS
I ask of my friends only sympathy,
But you would rather cut me up in desperate little pieces.

FRIENDS
Liars are only deceiving tl1emselves. And those who proffer flattery,
Discount their veracity.
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CALLIMACHUS
Evidently, I see that your help will be lacking somewhat. I will
approach her alone.
For, in her soul
I know she's in love with me. Soothing words are all I need to
win her.
FRIE DS
You'll need more than that.

CALLIMACHUS
Then I will face my fate!
FRIE DS
And we'll just watch and wait.

SCENE y Andronicus's House
DRUSIANA enters. CALIJMACHUS and the FRIENDS assume new
positions to show that the scene has changed.

The scene is imagined to begin midway through the seduction scene.
The FRIENDS watch, robbing the moment of intimacy and making the
emotions seem more public, the words less romantic than rhetorical (compare Phaedra's seduction ofHippolytus in Act J of Seneca's Phaedra, which
may have been Hrotswitha's modelfar this scene}.

CALLIMACHUS
(After several silent false starts)
First, let me say,
Drusiana, I speak from a heart, filled with love.

DRUSIANA
( Confused but sympathetic, showing that she likes him)
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What has that to do with me, Callimachus?
(Pause)
What do you mean to say?
Is something wrong? You amaze me.

CALLIMACHU
(Finding new hope and direction in her words)

I amaze you?
DRUSIANA
Ve ry much.
CALLJMACHU
(Trying to start again)
Fir t then, about this love.
CALLIMACHUS breaks off again, searching for the right words to
express his love.

Callimachus woos Drusiana.
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DRUSIANA
(After another pause, encouraging him but a bit impatient now)
What then, about this love?

CALLIMACHUS
(Steeling himselffar telling the truth, then declaiming)
This, to begin wi th, what you have before all of the others mine!
Pause. DRUSJANA looks confused.

CALLIMACHU (con't.}
My love.
Pause. DRUSJANA still looks confused

CALLlMACHUS (can't.)
For you.

DRUSIANA
(Finally seeing what he means, horrified}
What right have you . .. ?
( Controlling her anger, trying to give him the benefit ofthe doubt}
Are you a member of my family?
Is there in any law or stipulation of the constitution
Something that requires you to love me?

CALLIMACHUS
Yes, you're beautiful.

DRUSIANA
(Trying to figure out how the law would require beauty to be loved)
I'm beautiful?

CALLlMACHUS
You are.
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DRU IANA
Is that any of your business?
CALLIMACHUS
I'm sorry to say that it's not, not before now at least.
(Trying to make a joke)
But I hope to have your business in the funire.

DRUSIANA
(Mortified at his effrontery)
Leave me,
Leave me,
Lecherous outlaw!
(Struggling with her own feelings as much as his)
I will burn, I know, if you keep stirri ng these words into me.
I see you completely, and the Devil in your treachery.
ANDRONICUS enters, drawn by DRUSIANA's alarm. He is about to
enter the scene, when he sees what is happening. He stays in the background
throughout the rest ef the scene, testing his wife's fidelity and reacting to
every tum in the action.

CALLIMACHU
(Hurling himselfat her, down on his knees)
y own, 0 Drusiana, can you turn away a person so in love?
(Throwing his arms open wide, and when she tries to run away,
clinging to her knees)
A person who loves you this much in his heart, who clings to you.
o, return in turn my love!

DRUSJANA
(Extracting herself with some effort)
Lecher, pander, you! Little do I care
For you. And your foul debauchery, I spit away!
(Trying to be kind to him)
Though you your elf within my heart ...

Andronicus

(Sonja Stirling}
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Encouraged by her kindness, CALLIMACHUS moves toward her. She
recoils.

DRUSIANA (can't.)
... I hate you!

CALLIMACHUS
Up to this moment I've seen
No reason for getting upset.
But now I can see what I do to you, how desire ha driven you mad.
o I'm saved. T hat must be why you are blushing. Confess it.

DRUS
lfl'm blushing, it's with inrugnation .

CALLIMACI-IUS
I think you are goi ng to change your mind.

DRUS

A

I think I'm not, and I'm not.

ALLIMACHU
I'm not so sure.

DRU IANA
Oh! Stupid, mindless man! What makes you uch an idiot?
What delu ion , empty expectations rule within you?
With what manner of madness would you ever suppose
I'd succumb to your musing?
I am the one who for so many year , whose bed her wedded husband hasn't even seen!

CALLIMACHUS
(Laughing with delight at the mention ofher chastity)

By all the gods of men, I swear! If you don't surrender,
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I will never rest,
I'll never stop,
(Pulling her into his arms farce.fully)
Until I capture you,

( With his lips next to hers, about to kiss her)
Surround you and enrapture you!
CALLIMACHUS lets her think he is going to kiss her, then releases her.
DRUSIANA collapses in agony. He laughs at her distress and rushes out,
motioning/or the FRIENDS to fallow him out. They do. ANDRONICUS

looks pleased and continues to watch in satisfaction at his wife's display
fidelity.

ef

SCENE 4: The Same
DRUSIANA

( Conj11Sed and in torment)
Oh dear, my Lord, 0 Jesus Christ!
What good is there in chastity, in making any promise,
If mindless men adore me still, deceived by mere appearance?
Hear me, Lord, I am so much afraid!
H ear my suffering, my sorrow!
What am I to ... , what should I do? I don't know.
Say I accuse him :
The city for me will turn violent.
Bur suppo e then I stay quiet,
I become the Devil's toy, a godless thing opposed to you. I cannot!

(Seeing the way out in aflash ef imight,Jalling to her knees)
Call me
To you, Christ,
This instant end my suffering!
Don't rurn me
To the ruin
Of thi boy, thi weaker thing!
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DRUSIANA falls over dead.
ANDRONJCUS's expression changes rapidly from glee to horror. He
rushesforward to her body.

ANDRONICUS
(Hysterical)
Good grief! My wife! What terrible luck!
Who could have known she would die? Drusiana?
(About to collapse too, then catching himself)
No, I mustn't faint.
(Having hu own insight)
I'll seek advice from John the Saint.
ANDRONJCUS rushes across the stage to JOHN's desert cave. The
FRIENDS, now as GOD, enter and carry off DRUSIANll's body.

SCENE5:]ohn's Cave in the D esert
ANDRONICUS stands outside the door ofJOHN's cave and waifs loudly.
JOHN comes out to see what's wrong. He i.s sharpening a sword.

JOH
(Bored, he has seen Andronicus's emotional explosions before)
Qyite a frown you wear there, Andronicus. Why?
And why do you shed tears?

ANDRONJCUS
(Wailing)
Alas, alas, my master,
I don't want to live my life.

JOH
(Rolling hi.s eyes)
What are you suffering?
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ANDRONICU
It's Drusiana, your disciple, ...

JOHN
(Suppressing a laugh)
Let me guess, she left you.

ANDRO ICU
(Bursting into tears)
She did. She's dead.

JOH
(Shocked by the news ofDrnsiana's death, t1yi11g to cover his surprise by spouting platitudes)
Hardly fitting, is it, then if someone die , to pour out tears?
Their souls, we trust, rejoice in peace.

DRONICUS
(Pacing up and down in frustration, t,ying to control his anger)

Truly, I would never say you're wrong, of course. I know, you told
me, how the soul eternal joins in joy,
And the body some day too when cleansed of sin will live again.
(Exploding in griefand rage)
But this time it reaJJy burns me up:
In person right in front of me he died. She begged to, prayed to.
(Bursting into loud wailing again)
She invoked it!

JOH
(Trying to calm him down)
Do you know the cause?

DRO JCUS
( Wiping away his tears, sniffing and sulking a little)
I know the cau e and I will tell you,
Someday when I've gonen over thi s and feel a little bener.

Hrotswitha: O ulcitius and Callimachus
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(Kindra Steenerson)

JOHN
(Suggesting a course oftherapy)
We should go to her
And give her funeral, a proper celebration.

A DRO ICUS
(Perking up at the suggestim, happy again)
Yes, I have a marble sepulcher nearby
My house. That's where her body ought to lie.
ANDRONICUS starts to leave the way he entered but pulls up short.

A DRO ICUS (con't.)
But someone needs to stand there as a guard.
I know, Fortunatus! He does my yard.

JOH
(Acknowledging Andronicus's unintentional pun)
A gardener, good! Let's pile her tomb with honors everywhere.
God can gladden any heart and banish any care.
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ANDRONICUS starts off again. JOHN clears his throat to get
ANDROMCUS's attention and points off the other way. ANDROMCUS
stops, changes direction and scurries off behind JOHN, who leaves the way
he pointed

SCENE 6: Andronicus's House
CALLIMACHUS and FORTUNATUS enter. CALLJMACHUS now
has a moneybag hanging.from his belt. FORTUNATUS is a deformed creature, perhaps a hunchback, who speaks with a heavy accent, an Igor or Peter
Lorre sort ofcharacter.

CALLIMACHUS
(Melodramatically)

What should I do, Forrunarus?
I can't understand, but even Drusiana's death
Hasn't lighten my heart of her love.
FORTUNATU
(In mocking sympathy)

Love, terrible thing.
CALLIMACHUS
I'm going to die,
If someone won't help me. Can't you do something? Please!
FORTUNATUS
(Staring at Callimachus's moneybag)

Me? How could help I?
CALLIMACHUS
There is this: I know that she's dead, but could you at least let me
see her?
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FORTUNATUS
(Trying to pump Callimachus far details about Drusiana's death)
Well, body is fresh . Lying there still, I suppose. And woman she
wasted no time, wasting away.
No, went Like just that, so I hear! But then you were there, were
you not?
(Nudging him to talk, but he doesn't; then shrugging)
Some fever I'd guess.

CALLI.MAC HUS
(Lost in the whirlpool ofhis grief, staring into the distance)
What a lucky man you are, to never have been me!

FORT

ATU

(Putting an arm around Callimachus to get his attention)
But, say you be friend ...
CALLIMACHUS responds immediately by putting his arm lovingly
around FORTUNATUS, who pushes him away.

FORTUNATUS (con't.)
(Correcting Ca/limachus's misimpression ofhis.friendly motion)
... friend with money,
I could see that body made available to you, for ... use.

CALLIMACHUS
(Feeling around in his clothes)
Whatever I've got on my body, it's yours!
(Suggestively, handing him the moneybag)
And don't suppose there isn't more, a whole lot more, if you will
take it.

FORTUNATUS
(Pushing him off toward the tomb, weighing the moneybag in his
hand)
Go! Man should be swift.
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CALLIMACHU
(Pausing, then seeing Fortu11atus's point)
Oh! I get your drift.

SCENE 7: Drusiana's Tomb
FORTUNATUS leads CALLIMACHUS around the stage to the tomb of
DRUSIANA. GOD brings DRUSIANA's corpse 011 stage and puts it in the

tomb. GOD remains 011 stage throughout the rest ofthe play.

FORT

ATUS

( Gleefully pulling back the veil over Drusiana 's corpse and
fondling it)
Look, body! And face no cadaver' ,
And legs no decay!
Molest? Sure, go on!

CALLIMACHUS
(Falling over the body and rubbing it with his hands)
0 Drusiana,
Drusiana,
The affection of heart I felt for you,
You'll never know how much I really loved you, deep inside me
held you to me,
But always you rejected me,
And my prayers, you counted those for nothing.
(Preparing to molest the body)
But now, now I have i.n my power
Whatever I want, even to hurt you, I might, or harass you some
more.
GOD causes a great make to appear.
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FORTUNATUS
Don't look now, but horrible something, big snake is attacking us.
FORTUNATUS falls to the ground in spasms ofpain.

CALLIMACHUS
(Leaping ojfDrusiana's body and watching Furflmatus die)
Ohmygod, Forrunarus!
Why did you lie to me!
Why? D id you hate me so much
T hat you'd lure me to sin?
And, see, you will die by a serpent's bite.
FORTUNATUS dies.

CALLIMACHUS (con't.)
And I will also die, of frigh t.
CALLIMACHUS dies.

God calls up the Snake above the bodies
ofDrusiana, Fomrnatu , and Callimachus
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SCENE 8: The Road Leading to Drusiana's Tomb
JOHNjogs effortlessly onto stage.

JOH

(Running in place, yelling behind him)
Hurry up! Andronicus!
Up ahead's the tomb of Dru iana,
Where her oul and Christ we'U join in prayer.
ANDRONICUS staggers onto stage.

A DRONICUS
( Gaspingfar breath)
How fit you are, .. . your holiness, I mean!
Thanks for waiting. Now I cc why people foUow you.
GOD crosses from the to mb and stands in front of JOHN and
ANDROMCUS. Only JOHN sees Him.

JOH

(Calmly)
Oh look, it's God.
ANDRONICUS leaps up irz shock.. He looks up in the air in panic. He
looks around everywherefar GOD but where He is.

(con't.)
(Reasmring Andronicus, with some condescension)
You can't see Him there but I can see Him.
He appears most beautiful, the likeness of a little boy.

JOH

GOD

(Thundering, the God ofthe Old Testament)
Tremble, you!
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ANDROMCUS shrieks in terror.

JOH
(Nodding to Andronicus as ifto say "See I told you. Its God ")
God!
(Kn eeling, calmly with confideuce and familiarity. He talks with
God regularly and knows,Jor imtance, to speak in rhyme.)
0 Jesus, why beside us here, us rwo,
Have You deemed Your ervants worthy of beholding You?

GOD
(Ethereally)
For Drusiana and the man, the one beside her sepulcher who lies
in here, for their resurrection I appear,
And because in them My name will earn an everlasting fame.
GOD goes back to the tomb.
Pause. Now JOHN is perplexed, and ANDROMCUS takes charge
the scene.

ANDRO ICUS
(Looking around)
That's all? Where did He go? Back to heaven?
JOHN
(Stunned by Gods revelation)
Why did He appear at aJJ? l'm no t ure I understand Him fully.

A DRO

CUS

(Pushing him offtoward the tomb)

Let's just get a move on! You can figure out the reason as we go,

If you claim you still don't reaJJy know.

of
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SCENE 9: Drusiana's Tomb
ANDRON!CUS andJOHN come to the entrance ofthe tomb.

JOHN
In the name of Christ,
Wh at's this sight I see? A miracle?
(Rushing in to investigate the tomb)
Look, the tomb is open and the body . . .
(Crying out injoy)
Drusiana's got away!
(Seeing the body on the ground)
o, he' fallen on the grou nd. And beside her lies ano ther body.
o, there're two, and both are
Tangled in some serpent's lap.
A DRONICUS
I understand. I know what all this means.
(Pointing to Callimachus)
He's the one. The very one. Callimachus. Drusiana's ...
well, he was her would-be lover. Now he's j ust a has-been.
But she go t angry and refused him. That's when the fever
Wh ich really was grief struck her down.
And she died.
(Starting to weep and wail again)
he begged to, she invoked it!
JOHN

(Trying to calm him down and console him)
Yes, I know. Her love of chastity demanded it.
A DRO I U
(Building to afevered pitch offrenzy)
After she had died he went crazy too, the wretch! H e languished
in his love.

Hrotswitha_· Dulci tius and Callimachu,
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Her rejection ace at him. He fixated upon his crime.
And his soul, it started to corrode,
And more and more he burned with lust.

(Realizing that he's gone overboard in his description, suddenly
calmly)
That's my gues .

JOH
(Rolling his eyes)
I'm sorry to hear it.

ANDRONICUS
(Like a scholar.formal and disapproving)
I won't burn around rhe bu h. It' chi wicked servant here. See,
this money, he was bought,
So thi man could consummate his awful bu iness.

JOHN
(Shocked,

110/

quite believing Andronicus's speculations)

Who's ever heard of such a thing before?

ANDRONICUS
And then the both of them, in my opinion, Death devoured chem,
o they couldn't do what they were planni ng, awful things.

JOHN
(Ignoring Andronicus, looking at the bodies)
There are laws concerning that.

A DRO ICUS
But still there' something I don't get, that really makes me wonder:
why would he, so full of wicked lust,
Deserve to live again, when chis one just abetted?
That's what God said, didn't He? You heard His voice, His
proclamation?
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GOD steps forward, touches ANDRONICUS gently and steps back.

DRONJCU (con't.)
(Looking to heaven with inspiration, in an ecstasy of mounting
emotionalfireworks)
Maybe it's because he's only flesh and, taken in by his own lust, he
fell from grace because he is . ..
a moron.
(The impiration is suddenly gone; he's back to himself)
This one, wherea , he was si mply bad.

JOHN
(Sensing Andronims's brush with the divine, a little jealous)
Wonderful on high, He judges and discriminates us all and mcaures every deed we do.
And how impartial! Every single person's worth is taken,
We will never know, nor could anyone explain it ever, aJJ becau e
He's God. He makes complicated judgments.
We aren't even clo e, we humans.
(Humbly, but really chastising Andronicusfar presuming to understand God)
We don't have the wisdom. That's the way we're born.

ANDRO CU
(Accepting the implicit criticism, but fighting back a little)
So we just stand around amazed, going nowhere,
After all the things we do, we think we know the reasons why we
do them but we never reaJJy can, ...
(Challengingfohn's authority)
... or can we?

JOHN
(Seeing Andronicus's point, trying to fight back with little success)
The ends, indeed, when aJJ is done,
Show u often why things really happen.

llrolswitha: Dulcitius and Callima.chus
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ANDRONICUS
(Gleeful at his victory)
Yes! So, come now, Holy John,
Do what you're supposed to do,
Go on and resurrect Callimachus,
Be the key to this conundrum, and unknot our knot!
JOH

(Stalling, not at all certain that this is the right course ofactitm)
I uppose, but before I call on Christ, by name, this serpent needs
to be exterminated first.
Only then Callirnachus can be revived.
ANDRO ICU
(Slapping john 011 the back)
Good suppo ing!
lt could strike a second time and bite him. It's a snake.
JOHN

(Pushing A11dro11ic11s away, then waving his hand at the snake)
Get away from him, you cruel, you animal,
(Scolding the snake like a parent)
And let me tell you why. He's supposed to be redeemed by Christ.
The SNAKE begins to disappear. JOHN looks shocked that the exlennination worked.
ANDRONICUS
(Laughing wilh delight)
Look! A senseless beast, but still not deaf! This snake ha ears, I'd
say, for when you ordered it to go, it listened.
JOHN

(Backing away in confasio11)
o, no, not 1. But Chri t! Hi goodness made it go.
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ANDRO ICUS
All the same, you hardly breathed and it went up in smoke.
JOHN nods, acknowledging ANDRONICUS's point. H e moves
ANDRONfCUS off to the side and goes over to the body of CALLIJ\IIACHUS. He stands over it and prepares to resurrect it. Throughout this
incantation he waves his hands in a ritualisticfashion .

JOH
God, 0 infinite and all that is insoluble,
One plus two are You, and the numerical value of pi,
othing quite is like You,
What You are,
You who rake from different et two unknowns and multiply
To thi side and to this, and a total human is your product,
Likewise You divide them later,
(With.finality, he expects this to wo,·k)
So, where once was one, You duplicate to two, the soul and body!
ANDRONICUS rushes up to the body. Both look at it i11 anticipation.
Nothing happens. ANDROMCUS shrugs. JOHN moves him back over to
his comer and goes back to the body lo try again.

JOHN (con't.)
( With all his saintly might, speaking rapidly in one breath)
Qyod est demonstrandum , Lord: integrate th is person's breath
into hi differentiated fractal so he is again coterm inous! Add
Callimachus again and make him whole in number, as once
he was, a human, and everyone will wonder at Your doi ng.
(Begging heavenward)
For God alone can make equations work.
ANDRONICUS rushes up again and looks at the body. CALLIMACHUS stirs a little, then collapses motionless again.
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A DRO 1CU
Amen! Look! He's alive. He' breathing. ort of.
But he isn't moving yet. He's still just lying there.

JOH
(Simply and purely praying)
Callimachu ,
Arise, in heaven's name!
( Whispering in Callimachus~ ear as ifabout to hear his corifession)
Whatever your trouble is, all you must do is confess it! It doesn't
matter how awful you've been, or your crimes surrender them!
Let us in on all of it! You cannot hide the truth.
GOD waves His hand and CALLIMACHUS sits bolt upright, knocking JOHN over backwards. CALLIMACHUS looks around smiling at first,
when he sees DRUSIANA. Then he sees JOHN and ANDRONICUS and
realizes where he is and that there is no hiding his m·me now.

CALLIMACHUS
(Hanging his head)
No, it's true I can't. To perpetrate a crime, that's why I came.
(Whining, making excuses)
A debilitating ill wa eating me away,
A lawless thing, a summer's love. I tried to fight.

JOHN
Are you crazy?
Were you mad?
What possessed you? She is cha te,
And you were going to ... to her remains?
Such injury? To bring di honor? Honestly!

CALLIMACHUS
(Contrite)
Ir was my own foolishness.
(Seeing Fortunatus, pointing at him)
And his! Him, Fortunarus! H e lied to me. Deceived me.
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JOH
(Angry)

Sorry, orry, sorry man! Were you so afflicted you could do it?
Th.is infraction? If you'd wanted, could you truly do it?

CALLIMACHUS
(Thinking about itfor a beat or two, then lying)
I don't think so. I admit there was no lack of passion, but I
couldn't do it, not in actuality.
JOHN
So, did anybody try to stop you?

CALLJMACHUS
The second I removed her shroud,
I reproached her, tried to fire up her body, lifeless though it was.
But it was really him, that Fortunatu , the fos ter-father of my in,
he lit the flame in me.
And then a serpent came and poured its venom over him, and he
wa dead.

DRO CU
(To john)
I love a happy ending.

CALLJMACHUS
(Building to a beatific climax)
And then I saw a vision of a boy.
Hi expression terrified me.
When he saw the body stripped, he said some sort of prayer and
covered it. His face was fire pure and simple. By it elf it Lit the
tomb. Flames began to jump up everywhere. And one of them
reflected
Onto me, hit me in the face head on and suddenly a voice appeared
and said,
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"Be, Callimachus no more to live!"
(Shrugging, with no idea what the words mean)
That's all it said, and I was dead.

JOHN
( Understanding that this is the work of God, to Andronicus)
The work of heaven! It's a blessing!
(Seeing that Andronicus is somewhat miffed at the idea that
Callimachus got to see God when he, a believer, did not)
He does nor delight in sinner or in damning them, you know.

CALLIMACHUS
(Throwing himse(fdown and embracing John's knees)
What's left for me to say? My condition is without a doubt
damnation.
Please don't make me wait! Repair me! Recondition me!

JOH
(Lifting Ca/limachm up and taking out his sword)
Here's one surgeon you won't have to wait for.

CALLIMACHUS
(Seeing the sword andfalling back to the ground, embracing John's
knees again this time in panic)
Because I'm abundantly sad,
Deep in my heart fuJJ of orrow,
And I fret,
And 1 groan,
And I grieve,
For the burdensome sin I committed ...

JOHN
( Cutting ojf Ca/limachus's verbose plea and pushing him offhim)
And you should! Your crime was grievous.
God will not commute your sentence.
(Holding the sword over Callimachus)
This may sting a little.
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CALLIMACHUS
(Still begging not to be killed, but closing his eyes so at least he
doesn't have to see it if it happens)
And I honestly pray you will cu t me in two and unveil
My entrails, my body's rotting crypt, ...
CALLIMACHUS mimes opening up his body with his entrails spilling
out. JOHN looks disgusted and pulls back, but ANDRONICUS urges him to
go on and kill CALLIMACHUS.

CALLIMACHUS (can't.)
o you can see inside my bitterness, my anguish, know my sorrow,
And for all of my sorrows, have sorrow for me!

JOHN
(Lowering the sword)
Sorrow? o, it give me glee to see you weep,
Since I sense your sanity restored in all this sadne s.

CALLIMACHU
(Taking the sword from John and holding it at his own breast in
an ostentatious paroxysm ofgriefand emotion, now, ofcourse, that
he's safe from real sacrifice)
I cannot bear my former life,
I cannot bear desire unrequi ted.

JOHN
(Taking the sword back.from Callimachus, scolding)
There are laws concerning that.

CALLIMACHU
(Hanging his head)
I'm so sorry. Am I out of grace?

JOHN
Yes, and well you should be.
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CALLIMACHUS
That's why I'm unhappy. Look at everything I've done.
(Taking the sword again and threatening himse(f, melodramatically)
o more, no lust, no craving after life again for me!
This time JOHN shrugs and turns away. ANDRONJCUS beckons
CALUMACHUS to kill himself

CALLIMACHU (co11't.)
(Suddenly cheerfi,I)
Unless, of course, 1 might have life agai n in Christ and earn my
way to omething better, by changing.

JOHN
(At his wit's end with Callimachus's foolishness, taking the sword
away.from him and giving it toAndronicus)

How could anyone think that the spirit of God wasn't in you?
During the next speech ANDRONICUS raises the sword to stab
CALUMACHU in the back, but JOHN stops him and glares at him. CALLIMACHUS is oblivious to all this.

CALLllvlACHUS
What are you waiting for, then ?
What's taking you so long?
I've fallen. Help me up!
If a man is stricken, what but sympathy can Lift his heart?
CALLIJ\IIACHUS turns around to see JOHN glaring in anger and
asmmes he is mad at him.

CALUMACHUS (con't.)
( Shaking his head, gloomily)
All right then, reproach me!
Teach me what to do!
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Change a pagan to a Christian!
Turn a fool to pure perfection,
Make me someone different.
Lead me with you down the path of Verity,
So I can live according to the Lord's pronounced forgive ness.
JOHN is about to upbraid CALLIMACHUS ferociously, w hen GOD
steps forward and touches him gently as ifto say "Now, be nice!"

JOH
(In the ecstasy of divine inspiration, gathering Andronicus and
Cal/imachus before him)

Blessed be the si ngle Son of Heaven,
The very One who shared our brittle world,
Who broke you,
Child, Callimachus, spared and slaughtered you
And in your slaughter brought you life,
o His genesis in death's expression
Would pass away to liberation of your mortal soul.
DRONICUS
(Shocked by John's sudden transformation, to Ca/limachus)

Thi is certainly something that I've never witnessed before,
And I'm really amazed. What's it mean?
JOHN
(Pushing both men down to their knees, giving them his blessing)

0 Christ, who is the world 's redemption!
Sinners, you that bow before Him!
What sort of praise pronounced on One like Him might I advance?
(Pause)

I don't know.
(Filling time while he waits far divine inspiration which has now
run out)

I tremble at Your kindness and Your mercy,
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JOHN turns to leave, but ANDRONICUS stops him.

DRONICUS
Hold ir, holy Joh n!
Might I also have some consolation>
JOHN tries to escape around ANDRONICUS, who stops him again.

ANDRONICUS (con't.)
Nor so quickly!
( Guiding John bac.k to Dmsiana's corpse)

y husband's love ofDrusiana
Will not let me linger any longer bur steers my mind
To think of her and how at any moment now I might just see her
sit right up alive again and ...
(Trying to think

ofthe word "resurrect," but he can't remember it)

... go.
JOHN reluctantly stands over the body ofDR USIANA.

JOH
( Waving his arms a little, with disbelief that this will work)

Drusiana, rise unto your Lord, ...
GOD waves H is hand and DRUSIANA sits straight up, smiling.
JOHN and ANDRONICUS leap back in shock.

JOHN (cont.)
(Aghast that it hap-pmed so quickly and with such simple words)

Jesus Chsist.

DRUSIANA
(Beatifically)

I praise, I bless You, Christ,
Who took and made me live again.
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CALLIMACHUS
( Gleefully embracing her, then fondling her as she looks around)

T hose who under ign alvation, gracious thanks to you! You
granted me my Drusiana back
To relive, and to reli h,
W ho fo r al] your toiis and desolation
When you deceased and breathed your la t ...
D RUSIANA
(Pushing Callimachus away nicely butfirmly)

That's right.
(To john)

But you, the holy, reverend Father John, now that you've resuscitated him, CaUimachus, the one who tried to tempt me with
illicit love, .. .
(Pointing to Fortunatus)

Him, too, you should resuscitate, the man who sold my corpse.
JO H N looks confused. H e is still recovering from the shock of her
resurrection.

CALLIMACHU
(To J ohn, interruptingforcefidly-he doesn't want Fortuna/us to
live again because Fortuna/us could tell everyone how hard Callimachus begged to molest Drnsiana's body)

o! Have you no dignity? You're the apo tle of Ch rist!
Make this body broker,
This assassin,
Free of chai n and death? Absolve
T he one who led me into rui n,
My educer?
I dared this dreadful deed because he said it was okay.
GOD moves to touch JOHN agai11 a11d calm him dow11, but JOHN
moves too fast and GOD mines. GOD shrugs and moves back.
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JOH

(Finally exploding in rage at Ca!limochus)
It's not your place to judge him or deny
The grace of heaven's clemency.

CALLIMACHUS
( Walking away, muttering to himselfbut loud enough still to make
his point)
Well, I just don't think he's good enough for chis. To resurrect
A person who's a self-confessed, established, public nu i ance ...
JOH

(Following him, like an angry teacher)
By the word of our religious law it's clear that man-to-man we
must forgive each other,
If anyone expect of God forgiveness, let us judge him not!

RO ICU
(joining heartily in the abuse of Callimachus just to abuse him)
Objection overruled.
JOHN

(Lecturingforcefully)
And there's another reason, too: God 's is an only child,
Ipso facto, He' the virgin's first-born son.
Therefore, He alone is innocent, alone is stainless,
He alone has none of this decaying age, its filth and crime on
Him, when He stepped into the world,
And everybody else is sentenced to hard labor, for their sins they
sweat. So He found u .

DRO ICUS
(Knocking Callimachus 011 the head)
Case dismissed.
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JOH
And on top of that, though not one honest man,
Not one of pity did He find deserving,
o one either did He scorn,
o one did His grace and piety abandon,
o, it was Him elf that He betrayed
And His own beloved soul, before us all He offered it.

ANDRO ICU
(Right in Callimachm's face)
If an innocen t man hadn't died,
o one would have ju tice now. Or freedom.
JOH

(To Andronims, who is going O'IJerboard in his abuse of Callimachus)
o, when it comes down to us humans, He delights in no perdition,
ot for tho eat least that He's already paid for with His precious
blood.

ANDRONICU
(Hitting Callimachus again)
And you should be grateful for that!
JOH

(Taking A11dronicm away from Callimachm and lecturing him)
And that is why when others want the grace of God, we should
not despise them.
After all, there may be no compelling rea on for His saving u .
Just be happy that there's grace enough to go around.

C

LIMACHU
( Under his breath, to himself, like a reluctant student)
What a terrifying Jes on, teacher!
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JO
(Turning back to Callimachus, angrily)

Is that what I seem to you?
Fine! I won't deny you what you want?
H e will not l.ive again, .. .
DRUSIANA stands up perplexed at]OHN's denial efher wish. CALUMACHUS smirks smugly.

JOHN (con't.)
... through me! In tead, through Drusiana!
CALLIMACHUS's expression changes to dismay.

JOH (con't.)
(To D rusiana)

This was your idea. God inspired th.is. Receive His grace.
JOHN steps back to watch, shaking his head and wearing a look
doubt.

DRUSTANA
(I n innocent excitement at her new responsibility)

God's immortal being!
You without a real or single substance or a fo rm,
You made us in Your reflection, in a genesis
I njected in a bit of breeze, a living breath.
(Standing over Forhmatus)

Take this earthen form of Fortu natus,
Fire him to life again! Reanimate hi soul! Renew, re hape him,
So there may be three of us resuscitated
In Your name, to praise in turn, a trinity that no one wilJ forget!
JOHN steps up to look at the body. It doesn't move.

ef
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JOH
(Shruggi.ng)
So be it.
JOHN starts to leave but DRUSIANA stops him, as if to say "Jin not
done yet. •

DRUS

A

(Kneeling over Fortuna Ills and taking her hand in his)
Wake and rise now, Forru naru !
H e com mands you, Chri t! The nets of death dismember them!
FORTUNATUS still does not move.
DRUSIANA rises and crosses to JOHN. who shrugs again. DRUSIANA
smiles sweetly al him, turns and looks back at the body. /Is she does, GOD
waves His hand a11d . . .

SOUND: /I bell tolls.
. . . FO RTUNIITUS sits up straight suddenly. JOHN falls back in
shock. DRUSIANA sits dow 11 co11te11tly. CALLIMACHUS hides his face in
his clothes, tryi11g to avoid FORTUNATUS.

FORTUNAT U
(Disorie11ted)
W ho? e? Who take hand? Am I wake?
W ho talk? ake me Live?
No response. Everyone is still in shock at DRUSIANll's miracle.
FOR
ATU (con't.)
H ey, what gives?
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JOHN
(To Drwiana)
Drusiana?

FORTUN TUS
(Mistaking John's words aJ an a11Swer to his question)
Oh, I am re.suscertate by Drusiane?

JOH
(To.Andro11icw)
he did it!

FORTUNATU
Correct if mistake, but several day ago she sudden bite it, no?

JOH
(Finally answering Fort11nat11s)
She did, and now she lives in Christ.

FORTUNATU
Oh .
(Pointing to Callimachus)
So howcum is he sitti ng there, ...
(Pulling Callimachus's clothes awayfrom hi.s face)
... Callimach,
So frowning in face? You, blusher!
Why not he is crazy, normal is,
W ith love of her, woman here?

JOHN
(Coming to Callimachus's rescue)
He's dealt with his problems. He's different now.
H e's a true believer, Christ's disciple.

FORTUNATU
o?
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JOHN
It's true.
FORT
ATUS
If is, what you say, Drusiane resuscirect me
And him, Callimachus, ro Christ believing,
T his is living? I don't want it. Where is dying? I take two. Much
Wou.ld I prefer not to be
Than be with all you so full, so total good ness grating. I ...
GOD raises His hand and waves it against FORTUNATUS.

FORT

ATUS (can't.)
(A spasm ofpain)
... feel . . .

GOD waves H is hand again.

FORTUNATUS (can't.)
(A sharper spasm ofpain)
. . . not so good.
FORTUNATUS collapses in pain, quivering and writhing.

JOH
(Recoiling in horrorfrom Fortunatus)
Sec, the wonder of the Devil and his jealousy! See, the evil of the
serpent, old as time! In our prior genesis he gave us death for
nourishment,
And when in righteousne s we triumphed, he lamented.
(Approaching Fortunatus out of curiosity, as he goes through contortions ofagony)
And you, rhe most unlucky Fortunatus,
In the Devil's bitter bile you drown.
You are li ke some misshapen tree,
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With sorrowful fruit on your boughs.
So, exempt fr m public life and righteous men,
He's now expelled from commerce with the just1
Let him go forever to the flame of his infl.iction!
Rack him! ay the ummer of his sins know no relief!
GOD waves His hand and the make reappears. FORTUNATUS continues to t'"cJ.Jitch with spasms ofpain.

AND RONICU
(R ushing up to join John standing over Fortmratus)

Look at that! There's something that's starting to swell on him!
lt's the nake! lt's biting him!
And he's dying again! He's collapsing!
Before we fini h talking he' ll be dead .
FORTUNATUS finally dies.

JOHN
Let him be then. Let him dwell in Hell.
(A flash ofinspiration)

It's all because of other people . Envy made him throw away
his life.

A DRO ICUS
(Not listening to john, looking at Fortunatus)

That's terrible.

JOH
What's more terrible than envy?
What's more criminal than pride?

ANDRO ICUS
(Agreeing just to agree, not havingfollowed what John said before)

Both , it's true, bring sorrow.
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JOHN
(Lecturing oblivious to the others in the tomb)
One and the same. They are twin s, each an accompli ce in the
other vice' crimes.
ever is there one without the other.

ANDRONICUS
(R ealizing n long lecture is about to happen, wryly)
I can ee you've done re earch on this.

JOH

l have.
During the following speech, JOHN wnlk.s around the tomb. H e
ends up next to CALLIMACHUS to whom he directs the Inst part of his
lecture. In this lecture JOHN is piecing the day's events together far himself, so it should be directed to the persons on stage, not some abstract
audience.

JOH (can't.)
A man who has pride wilJ have envy, and he who has envy has
pride. That's the way jealousy warps the mind. When another
merit praise, a jealous man can't stand to hear it,
For in comparing him elf to them who are more perfect, he looks
for a way to besmirch them,
(ToAndronicus)
Degrade them and make them all worthle just like himself,
His pride will try to launch him even over friends.

ANDRONJCU
Okay but, . . .
JOHN
( Cutting Andronicus offand turning to Fortunatus's body)
And that would explain th.is unfortunate man. He was damaged
in mind. He believed he was better than them.
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He couldn't stand it when the greate r grace of God was shining
here. Indeed, he never really saw it.

ANDRO ICUS
Now I finally get it. When God informed us who would rise,
Fortunatus wasn't mentioned once,
Becau e almost as fast as he came he was destined to die here
again.

JOH
And he de erves whatever deaths he died: for one, he took a consecrated corpse and exposed it to harm, ...
(To Callimachus)
. . . and for another these people returning to life he
reviled
And exposed them to malice.

ANDRONICU
(To Callimachus too, menacingly)
And he clearly wasn't happy when he died.

JOI
(Pulling Andronicus away.from Callimachus)
Let's be on our way.
Let the Devil and his spawn alone.
We still have this day so full of wonders, Callimachus's transformation,
With both of them returned to life.
Let our joy direct us aow,
To give the thanks we owe to God. Ju twas His decision.
All the characters except FORTUNATUS begin filing out, but JOHN
keeps 011 talking.
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JOH (con't.)
All our secrets, hidden deep inside, He knows
And He alone takes everything and carefully examines it,
Eve rything He does is proven right in time,
Everyone whoever for whatever He deserves, the eyes of God
foresee,
God rewards and puni hes accordingly.
HROTSWITHA enters and stands behindJOHN.

JOHN (con't.)
And to Him alone belong the offices of virtue, courage, triumph,
Prai e and jubilation, and in this miUennium and in the next,
eternal
Affirmation!
HROTSWITHA takes JOHN and escorts him rejoicing to the back rf the
stage. The other NUNS take him and calm him down. They all bow as
the audience applauds.
HROTS WITHA shoos them all off the stage. JOHN with some reluctance.finally leaves.

HROTSWITHA
(To the audience)

Indeed, I'm touched by your approval. You rcque tcd, I provided.
Like a recd, in a bowing sort of way, I have brought before you
these, my plays, with the intention I set out before, which I
won't repeat, except to say that
Up till now I felt they were too poor, too small . I kept them
buried, rather than producing them in public, my choice.
But you can have them now to scrutinize. I hand them over,
On this condition, that you'll not lessen your attention or your
eagerness
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To take and polish them. Read them over carefully,
The way you would your own anthologies or works.
And when finally you find the perfect, flaw less form for them,
revise and end them back to me.
You, my teachers, show me how to do it better!
Where in particular I made mistakes. So I in turn may learn from
you.
I am Hrotswitha, a woman hardly worth your knowing
And unprepared for your approval,
Yet I wish you in the present well,
And ever after, everlasting joy!
HROTSWITHA bows and exits.

THE END

